



UlWVtKSin OF NEW HAMPSWiRfc
OFFICE OF THE SELECTMEN
P.O. BOX 218 AUBURN, NEW HAMPSHIRE 03032
February 6, 1985
TEL. 483-2281
To the Residents of Auburn:
In the Bible, Gideon dismissed 99% of his army and went on to win
a great victory. Generals have the luxury of issuing orders while
Selectmen search for volunteers. Out of 1800 registered voters the
Selectmen are continually looking for 50 volunteers to run the Town.
The community needs people with ideas and a vision of the future who
can work toward a goal within the system. A donation of your time
and effort to the community can pay dividends in personal development
and career enhancement.
The amount of time needed depends on the position and the background
of the individual. To enable you to become a knowledgable volunteer,
there is a system for training Zoning and Planning members. All
members are encouraged to attend seminars including the alternates
who can become full members of the Board. The Chairman is selected
annually by the entire membership.
Still, no matter what the background, dedication, and knowledge of
the volunteer, the Town* needs the services of full-time professionals.
Every year we increase our utilization of lawyers, planners, engineers,
and accountants. The volunteers set policy and the professionals guide
the process to make sure things are carried out in a proper manner.
So, look over the list of dedicated, conscious volunteers and speak
to the Selectmen about a position in town government. Whatever your
category, native or new arrival, young or old, man or woman, professional,
or blue collar worker, your community needs you.
The Board of Selectmen
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1983-84 Annual School Reports
Selectmen's Office
Monday night unless otherwise posted. Office open daily
9:30 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. except holidays. For information or an
appointment to meet with the Board call 483-2281. Peggy
Neveu, Selectmen's Assistant, Barbara Lee, Clerk/Book-
keeper & Cynthia Poulin, Clerk.
Town Clerk
Monday and Thursday 1:00 p.m. to 3:00 p.m. and 7:00 p.m. to
8:30p.m.,Fnday9:00a.m.to 12:00 (Noon).WHEN MONDAY
IS A HOLIDAY - Town Clerk will be open Tuesday 1 :00 p.m.
to 3:00 p.m. and 7:00 p.m. to 8:30 p.m. Nancy Gagnon, Town
Clerk & Mary F. Griffin, Deputy Town Clerk.
Tax Collector
Monday and Thursday 1:00p.m. to 3:00p.m. and 7:00p.m. to
8:30 p.m. Friday 9:00 a.m. to 1 2:00 (Noon). Linda Therrlault,
Tax Collector and Dale Coakley, Deputy Tax Collector.
Auburn District Court
Every Wednesday at the Town Hall - 9:00 a.m.; Civil Cases -
First Tuesday at the Town Hall at 9:00 a.m.; Second
Thursday at Northwood Town Hall - 9:00 a.m.; John Korbey,
Judge, Bruce R. Larson, Special Justice and Mary F. Griffin,
Court Clerk. Clerks - Elaine Fuller and Mary E. Rolfe.
Auburn Volunteer Fire Department
First Monday of the month at the Fire House - 8:00 p.m.
Marty Sullivan, Fire Chief. Emergency Number 483-2521,
Fire House Non-Emergency Number 483-8141.
Auburn Rescue Squad
First Thursday of the month at the Fire House - 7:00 p.m. For
information call Paul Therrien 483-8253.
Auburn Volunteer Fire Department Women's Auxilary
First and third Wednesday at 7:30 p.m. at the Fire House,
Lesa Brien, President.
Auburn Village School
Raymond Bourque, Principal and Bonnie Martin, Secretary.
For information call 483-2769.
Auburn School Board
Second Thursday of the month at the Auburn Village School
- 7:00 p.m., Bonnie Martin, Secretary.
Auburn Zoning Board
On demand at the Town Hall
Eva Lunnie, Secretary.
Auburn Planning Board
Every Wednesday from 7:00 - 9:00 p.m. at the Town Hall.
Formal meeting - second Wednesday of the month at 7:00
p.m. Dennis McCarthy, Chairman and Robyn-Le Kohut,
Secretary.
Auburn Budget Committee
On demand at the Town Hall - James Andrus, Chairman and
Barbara Lee, Secretary.
Recreation Committee
On demand at the Town Hall - Gene Thomas, Chairman.
Olde Home Days Committee
On demand at the Town Hall - Pat Reynolds, Chairman.
Griffin Free Public Library
Tuesday and Thursday nights 6:30 p.m. to 8:00 p.m.; Friday
2:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m. SUMMER ONLY: 1 0:00 a.m. to 1 :00
p.m. Linda Therrlault, Librarian 483-5374.
Police Commission
First Tuesday of the month at the Town Hall - 7:00 p.m.
Irving Lunnie, Chairman and
Historical Society
Meetings posted and held at the Town Hall. Harry Flanders,
President and Pauline Higgins, Secretary.
Senior Citizens
Every Thursday at the Town Hall at 1 :00 p.m.. Visiting Nurse
-
First Thursday of the month. Theo Therrien, President, Betty
Hales, Vice President and Amy Eaton, Secretary.
P.T.A.
Third Wednesday of the month at the School at 7:30 p.m.
Brownies - 1st thru 3rd Grades
Every Tuesday at the School, 3:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m. Peggy
Neveu and Dorothy Carpenter, Leaders.
Junior Girl Scouts • 4th thru 6th Grades
Every Tuesday, 6:30 p.m. to 8:00 p.m. at the School. Donna
Enright, Leader.
Cadette dnd Senior Girl Scouts
Leader not available.
Cut Scouts
Pack Meeting - Third Friday of each month at the School at
7:30 p.m. Mike Drago, Pack Leader.
Boy Scouts
Friday at the Longmeadow Congregational Church at 7:00.
p.m. Phil Rain ville,Leader & Sara Gual, Committee Chairman.
4-H Groups
Meet weekly in homes. Fay Hanscomb, Paula Marzloff,
Florence Banks, Linda Gamache, Kelly Jackman and Bev
Guinesso, Leaders.Lions
Second and Fourth Tuesday of the month at the Fire House
at 7:00 p.m. Dave Rogers, President.
Lioness
First Wednesday of the month at the School at 7:30 p.m.
(Except July and August). Mary Royer, President.
Leos - Ages 1 3 thru 1
9
First and third Tuesday of the month at the Fire House at
7:30 p.m. Advisors: Roland & Lorraine Senechal, Walter
Carrigan and David Senechal. President, Russ Hitchen.
Post Office Hours
Monday - Friday 7:00 - 1 1:00 a.m. and 1:30 - 5:00 p.m.,
Saturday 7:00 - 11:00 a.m. The lobby closes at 5:15 p.m.
weekdays. Ann B. Dollard, Postmistress and Carol Crete.
483-2007.
Longmeadow United Church of Christ
Sunday Services - 9:30 a.m.
St. Peters Catholic Church
Saturday Mass - 4:00 p.m. and 5:30 p.m.
Sunday Mass - 8:00 a.m., 1 0:00 a.m., and 1 1 :30 a.m.
Voter Registration Information
Any person wishing to register to vote or make additions or
corrections to the checklist, should call one of the Supervisors
listed below or fill out an application for voter registration at
the office of the Town Clerk during her office hours.
Supervisors of the Checklist - Patricia Allard, Susan Andrus
and Margo Cox.
Emergency Phone Numbers
Auburn Police - 483-2922 If there is not an answer the call
in automatically relayed to the Rockingham Dispatch Center
for dispatching to the Auburn Police Officer on duty.
State Police - 1-800-852-341
1
Fire Department - 483-2521
Ambulance -434-2876
Poison Control - Mary Hitchcock Hospital -
1-643-4000 - Antidote information is provided in cases of
accidental poisoning or drug abuse.
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Picture taken in early 1920'& Charlotte Parker Milne Estate
built by Mr. and Mrs. Walter Matthew Parker as a summer
home in 1 903. The estate officially referred to as Stoneacres
was lived in by the Parker's daughter, Charlotte Parker
Milne, until her death in 1980. Her son, Norman Milne, Jr.
lived with his family in the house for a while.
The Milne Estate, as it was known locally, overlooked
Lake Massabesic. On a clear day the Monadnocks and
Temple Mountain can be seen from the site.
Picture on cover compliments of Norman and Anne Milne.
Town Officers
Walter Emerson - 1985
Roberta Frisella - 1985
Frank Dollard - 1985
Orrin H.Chase - 1985
Margo Cox - 1985 (Appointed)
Undice E. Griffin - 1985
Philip Hujar - 1985
Moderator
C.Donald Stritch - 1986
Town Clerk
Nancy H. Gagnon - 1 987
Selectmen
Brenda M. Beer - 1986
Tax Collector
Linda L.Therriault - 1987
Treasurer
Richard P.Miller - 1985
Highway Agent
Joseph P.Stacy - 1985
Library Trustees
Mildred I.Gelinas - 1986
Cemetery Trustees
Auburn Village Cemetery
David S. Griffin - 1986
Longmeadow Cemetery
Christine Chase O'Neil - 1986
Supervisors of the Checklist
Patricia Allard - 1986
Auditors
Police Commission
Theobald Therrien - 1986
Daniel J. Carpenter - 1987
David S. Griffin - 1987
Walter Jamroz - 1987
Irving Lunnie - 1987
Susan Andrus - 1990
Eva Lunnie - 1986
Albert Samson - 1987
The Chairman of the School Board and Board of Selectmen













Leonard Leclair (resigned 84)
Alexander Castora (resigned 84)
Belinda Lemire (resigned 85)
V
Representative to General Court
Harry Flanders
















Dennis McCarthy, Chm- 1988




Joseph P. Stacy Bruce Phillips
Planning Board
Russell C. Sullivan - 1 985 Christine C. O'Neil - 1 986
Louis Gamache - 1988 Daniel Gregoire - 1989
Christine McLaughlin (Alternate) Charles Worster (Alternate)
One Member Board of Selectmen
Irving Lunnie - Chm. - 1989
Ray Beachesne - 1987
Leo P. Blais (Alternate)
Zoning Board of Adjustment
Frank Edelmann - 1985
Gary Testa - 1988
Albert Samson (Alternate)
Orrin H.Chase - 1986
Robert Sturtevant (Alternate)
Paula Marzloff -Staff Researcher
Southern New Hampshire Planning Commission Representatives











Board of Selectmen Rep.
Eugene Thomas, Chm. - 1 986
Patricia Reynolds - 1986
Kathryn Canedy (Alternate)
Recreation Commission
Charles Stanford - 1985
Ann Sullivan - 1987
Robert Sherman (Alternate)
Daniel N. Gregoire
Amy Sullivan - 1985
Theobald Therhen (Alternate)
Brenda Beer-Bd. of Selectmen
Budget Committee
Pauline Locke - 1985 James Andrus, Chm. - 1 986 John Perras - 1987
Winifred Sanford - 1985 Paula Marzloff - 1986 Gerald Lacourse - 1987




State of New Hampshire
Rockingham, S.S.
Totheinhabitantsof the Town of Auburn, m the County
of Rockingham in said State, qualified to vote in Town
Affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the gymnasium in
the Auburn Village School in said Auburn on Tuesday,
March the twelfth the next, at ten of the clock in the
forenoon, to act upon the following subjects:
First: To bring your ballots for:
Selectman for three years
Treasurer for one year
Highway Agent for three years
Library Trustee for three years
Cemetery Trustee (Auburn Village) for three years
Cemetary Trustee (Longmeadow) for three years
Trust Fund Trustees for three years
Supervisor of the Checklist for three years
Police Commissioner for three years
Auditor for two years
Second: Are you in favor of adopting Article Two"^
To change the Auburn Zoning Ordinance to make editorial
changes therein and to make it conform to the revision in
the statutes of the State of New Hampshire, effective
January 1, 1984, relating to zoning, such changes being
on file for public inspection at the Auburn Town Hall,
Selectmen's Office. (Recommended by the Auburn Plan-
ning Board)
Third: Are you in favor of adopting Article Three''
To add a new section tothe Auburn Zoning Ordinance to
be designated as 807 and entitled Interim Growth
Regulation and to read as follows:
807 Interim Growth Regulation.
The number of residential building permits to be issued
shall be limited to fifty (50) for one year commencing
March 12, 1985 and ending March 11, 1986. These
permits shall be non-assignable and shall be issued in the
order of application, except that:
a. Not more that five (5) permits shall be issued to any
one individual, business entity or group of related
individuals and/or business entities; for purposes for
this provision, "related individuals" shall be spouses,
children, parents and siblings; "related business entities"
shall be two or more sole proprietorships, trusts,
partnerships, and/or corporations with a common or
related partner, beneficiary, trustee, director, share-
holder or officer; and
b. Not more than five (5) permits shall be issued in any
one sub-division or resubdivision of land; and
c. Ten (10) permits shall be reserved for owners of single
lots that are not part of a subdivision of three lots or
more or not created within one ( 1 ) year from the date of
building permit application.
A list of applications will be availabe at the Town
Clerk's office during regular business hours.
This article is to be effective only upon Town of Auburn
appropriating a sum of money at the Town Meeting of
March 1 2, 1985, to obtain the service of a Planning Agent
or Consulting Engineerwith planning capacities to update
the Town's Master Plan and prepare and implement a
Growth Management Plan. (Money included in the Budget
- Recommended by theBudget Committee) (Recommend-
ed by the Planning Board)
Fourth: Are you in favor of adopting Article Four'?
To amend Article II, Auburn Zoning Ordinance, "Definitions
as follows:
1. Amend Definition 219 Commercial Service Establish -
ment , to delete the words, "not exceeding 3,000 square
feet in floor area. (For larger uses, see 'Office Establish-
ment')"; and to add the words "electrician, plumber,
repair service, installation service, general contractor
and the like."
Definition 219 as amended shall read:
219 Commercial Service Establishment : A building and/
or other structure used principally for providing
commercial services to the public, such as a beauty
shop, shoe repair shop, dry cleaner, laundry,
electrician, plumber, repair service, installation
service, general contractor and the like. No accessory
use for residential purposes shall be permitted.
2. Add the following new definition:
237.1 Industrial Establishment - Light : A structure and/or
lot used phncipally for the assembling of compon-
ents which are themselves produced oft site and
which as a final product or by-product does not
create any noxious or hazardous substance of
any kind whether the operation is provided with
sophisticated scrubbing, cleaning or reducing
process or not.
3. Add the following new definition:
250.1 Multi-Unit Commercial Establishments : A building
containing two (2) or more nonresidential units or
condominiums used principally for providing
commercial service such as a sales establish-
ment, commercial service establishment, ware-
house establishment and the like.
4. Amend definition 266, Sales Establishment , to delete
the words "florists shop, building supply store, auto parts
store:" and to add the words "distributors of goods/
products."
Definition 266 as amended shall read:
266 Sales Establishment : A structure and/or lot used
principally for the sale of products to the public or at
wholesale, such as grocery, drug store, general
merchandise store, book store, distributor of goods/
products and the like. Outdoor storage or goods and
installation of same is a permitted accessory use.
5. Add the following new definition:
230.1 Heliporl :A landing pad with a capacity for no more
than one helicopter and which is used only as an
accessory use to a conforming principal use.
6. Add the following new definition:
257.1 Private airstrip : A lot that is used for the landing
and take-off of aircraft and for receiving and dis-
charging passengers and cargo and which is
used only as an accessory use to a conforming
principal use and which does not involve the
conveyance of passengers or cargo for hire.
(Recommended by the Planning Board)
Fifth: Are you in favor of adopting Article Five?
ToamendAuburnZoningOrdinance, Article III, Section 306
"C" Commercial;
To add the following new Permitted Uses :
#13 - tVlulti-Unit Commercial Establishment
#14 - Warehouse Establishment
To delete from Permitted Uses #6 the words "with
building area of less than 5,000 square feet.
"Permitted
Use #6. as amended, shall read:
#6 - Office Establishments
To delete from Special Exceptions the following:
#7 -Office Establishment with building areagreaterthan
5,000 square feet
#8 - Warehouse Establishment
To add the following Special Exception :
#7 - Light Industrial Establishment
(Recommended by the Auburn Planning Board)
Sixth: Are you in favor of adopting Article 6?
To amend Auburn Zoning Ordinance, Article 1 1 1, Section 306
"C" Commercial to add the following new Special Exception:
#8 - Heliports
To see if the Town will vote to amend Auburn Zoning
Ordinance, Article III, Section 307 "I" Industrial toadd the
following new Special Exceptions :
#9 - Private Airstrips
#10 - Heliports
(Recommended by the Auburn Planning Board)
Seventh: Are you in favor of adopting Article 7?
To add a new section to the Auburn Zoning Ordinance to
be designate 406.3 and entitled Commercial Parking
and to read as follows:
406.3 Commercial Parking : No motor truck or tractor
trailer and/or semitruck or trailer as defined in
RSA 259 shall be parked overnight in any
Residential zone, includinmon the public streets.
(Recommended by the Auburn Planning Board)
Eighth: Are you in favor of adopting Article 8?
To rezone a section of land located on the southwest corner
of the intersection of Chester Road and Hooksett Road,
being a part of Lots #1,2 and 2AonTax tv1ap# 26 presently
zoned as Agricultural-Residential to a new classification of
Commercial. Said zoning district ' d be one hundred and fifty
(150) deep from its frontage on Chester Road (Route #121)
South towards Lake Massabesic and running from the west
bank of the Griffin Brook where it passes under Route #121
to the west sideline of Lot #2A. (Recommended by the
Auburn Planning Board)
Polls will be open at 10:00 a.m. and close 7:00 p.m.
You are also notified to meet on Saturday, tvlarch the
sixteenth next, at 2:00 p.m. at the Auburn Village School to
consider the following articles:
Ninth: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
Selectmen to borrow money in anticipation of taxes.
Tenth: We, the undersigned, being legal voters of the
Town of Auburn, N.H., do hereby petition the Board of
Selectmen to place the following on the Warrant for the
1985 annual meeting:
To see if the Town will vote to pass the following
proposed Ordinance prohibiting any member of Town
Government, whether elected or appointed, from continuing
in office if he or she encounters a conflict of interest.
CONFLICT OF INTEREST
I. PURPOSE:
The elected and appointed officials of the Town of
Auburn are charged with the responsibility of insuring and
maintaining the well being of all town residents and land
owners. These officials can only function properly when
they hold the publics trust, confidence and support. However,
that trust, confidence and support can't be maintained
where there is conflict of interest between the public
officials duties and responsibilities and his or her private
interest or well being. The appearance of such conflict is as
detrimental as an actual conflict itself.
II.DEFINITIIONS:
A. Public officials: Any person, whether elected or
appointed, who holds any position, on any town board, or
department or agency, and any person employed by the
town or any of its boards, departments or agencies.
B. Conflict of Interest: Any occasion or situation which
arises or come before any public official which may, in any
way, affect the personal interest, for good or ill, either
directly or indirectly, of such public official.
C. Limited Conflict of Interest: Any occasion or situation
where a conflict of interest may arise, but which will be
resolved at the town level within 90 days and/or by no more
than three meetings or votes of the board, agency or
department.
D. Substantial conflict of Interest: Any occasion or situation
where a conflict of interest may arise, but which cannot
be resolved at the town level within 90 days and/or by no
more than three meetings or votes of the board, agency
or department.
E. Owner: Any person who shall have control of, or sub-
stantial nghts or interest in, as sole owner, partner,
limited partner, shareholder or as officer, or director.
Control of, or substantial rights or interest in a business
shall mean a 5% or greater interest or share of any
business.
F. Payment: Receipt by an employee or money, service,
debt, instrument, shares, etc., or promises to receive
such items.
III. ACTS PROHIBITED:
A. No public official shall participate in any vote or decision
making process in his or her official capacity where a
conflict of interest exists or may exist.
B. No public official shall attempt to influence any vote or
discussion on any subject, occasion or situation where
he or she shall be involved in a conflict of interest.
C. No public offical shall deal with any 'own board, depart-
ment committee or subcommittee as an owner, officer,
agent, subcontractor, salesman, employee, or represent-
ative of any business seeking to provide any goods or
services to the tow/n.
D. No public official shall in any way be involved in, or profit
from any project, subdivision, or development within the
town of Auburn during the term of his or her office or for a
period of three years thereafter, which shall impact upon
of affect the services provided by the Town of Auburn to
its citizens.
E. No public official shall bid on, purchase, or take any land
or other asset of the town which may choose to dispose
of.
F. No public official shall become involved in, or in any way
profit from, any project, development, contract or agree-
ment entered into by the town while such public official
was in office. Nor may such public official become
involved in, or in any way profit from, any such project
development, contract or agreement after leaving office,
if such public official was involved in the evaluation,
planning or in any other manner, with such project,
development, contract or agreement during his or her
term of office.
IV. DISCLOSURE;
A. All public officials shall be required to disclose to the
citizens of Auburn, any and all business, financial, or real
estate interests within the Town of Auburn.
B. All disclosures will be made in writing and under oath and
shall be filed with the town clerk.
C. All disclosures shall be considered to be public records
open to review by the general public at all reasonable
times.
D.
Any such disclosure shall be updated at least yearly on
the anniversary of the public officials election and any
time the public official becomes aware of any potential
conflict of interest.
V. ACTION WHERE CONFLICT EXISTS:
Whenever a conflict is discovered the affected official
shall disclose such conflict immediately to his or her
supervisor or other board members. As soon as is practicable
after such disclosure, a public hearing shall be held on the
issue to determine whether the conflict is a limited or
substantial conflict. If after hearing the conflict is determined
to be a limited one, the affected official shall not fulfill his or
her position until the conflict is resolved. If the conflict
reasonable appears to be a substantial one, or if the conflict
continues beyond 90 days and/or three meetings or votes
ont he subject causing the conflict, the affected official shall
be asked to resign and a replacement named or elected as
appropriate. Where the affected official refuses to resign,
the position shall be declared vacant and a replacement
shall be named or elected. Where the affected official
knows of such conflict, but fails to disclose the conflict, such
official shall be removed from office regardless of the length
of the conflict, after notice and full opportunity to be heard
at a public hearing.
VI. EFFECTIVE DATE:
This Ordinance shall take effect immediately after its
adoption at the town meeting and shall affect all officials
elected or appointed at or after said meeting. All officials
whose terms began prior to the adoption of the Ordinance
shall be exempt from its provisions for a period not to
exceed one year.
Albert H.Burtt, Jr. Roy W. Davis
















(All registered voters as determined by the Supervisors of
the Checklist except * names)
Eleventh : We the undersigned registered voters petition
the Town of Auburn, N.H. to see if the Town will raise and
appropriate the sum of Five Hundred Dollars ($500.00) for
the support of theMASSEBESIC SENIOR CITIZEN CLUB.
Florence Banks Rene Desfosses
Rachel Allard Teresa Banks*
Aura Perkins (sp?)* Esther Hills
Ruth Wovkonish Theobald A. Therrien
Evelyn Smith Alma E. Hales
Jean and Eugenia BelangerMarion Fuller
George and Anita Jodoin Elsie Brown
Stella Desfosses Marion Preston
Jeanne Therrien Roy W. Davis
Frances Wood Alma Allen
Peter Wovkonish
(All registered voters as determined by the Supervisors of
the Checklists except * names)
Twelfth: To see if the Town will vote to accept such
Trust funds as may come in during the year and Trust
Funds as have not been previously accepted.
Thirteenth: To see if the Town will raise and appropriate
the sum of $42,000 to retain the services of a planning
agent or consulting engineer with planning capacities to
make recommendations for updating the Town's Master
Plan and the preparation of a Growth Management Plan.
(Money included in the Budget)
Fourteenth: To see if the Town will vote to use the
income of the H.B. Burnham Fund for the schools or
library.
Fifteenth: To see if the Town will vote to establish a
Conservation Commission with all the powers and res-
ponsibilities allowed the Commission by the State of New
Hampshire under RSA Chapter 36-A.
The Conservation Commission shall consist of three
(3) members who shall be residentsof the Tow not Auburn
and appointed by the Board of Selectmen. One member
of the Commission shall be appointed from the members
of the Planning Board. (Recommended by the Auburn
Planning Board)
Sixteenth: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
Selectmen to accept gifts for the use of the Town as may
now or hereafter be forthcoming.
Seventeenth : To see if the Town will vote to appropriate
the sum of Ten Thousand One Hundred Seventy-Nine
Dollars and Eighteen Cents ($10,1 79.18) for the Auburn
Police Department to purchase a cruiser. (Amount included
in the Budget) (Recommended by the Budget Committee)
Eighteenth: To see if the Town will vote to authorize
the Selectmen to dispose of any/or all property acquired
by tax deed, by public auction or sealed bid, with the right
to reject all bids.
Nineteenth: To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of Twenty Thousand Dollars ($20,000)
to off-set expenditures incurred in the development of
the Rifle Range. This amount to be held over from year to
year until any portiion is used at which time it will be re-
appropriated in the amount expended. (This amount
included in the Budget) (Recommended by the Budget
Committee)
Twentieth: We, the undersigned, being legal voters of
the Town of Auburn, N.H., do hereby petition the Board of
Selctmen to place the following article on the Warrant for
the 1985 annual meeting:
That the Board of Selectmen be directed to make
every reasonable effort to sell, develop or otherwise
dispose of the "Rifle Range" and all other parcels of town
owned land not needed for town purposes, prior to the
next annual town meeting, for any parcel not sold, the
selectmen shall report to the people of Auburn the reason
any specific parcel is not sold and shall fully disclose any
and all offers received for each unsold parcel.
Albert H.Burtt, Jr. Florence Banks
Donna F.Ray Esther Hills
D. Dean Riley William M. Dollard
William J. Foye Poy ^v pavis
Gary J. Testa Carl O. Anderson
MarjorieAKiley*
David C. Anderson
Charles W. Therriault j^^^g j^g^ph cosgrove
Marcel W. Champagne
(All registered voters as determined by the Supervisors of
the Checklist except * names)
Twenty-First: To see if the Town will authorize the
Selectmen to make application for and to receive and
spend such advances, grants-in-aid, or other funds for
Town purposes as may now, or hereafter be forthcoming
from Federal, State, Local or private agencies.
Twenty-Second: To see if the Town will approve the
adeoption of RSA 31 ;1 05 which provides for indemnifica-
tion for damages of any employee, board member, or
officer of the Town acting in the scope of his employment
or office.
Twenty-Third: To hear the report of the Budget
Committee and pass any vote in relation thereto.
Twenty-Fourth: To transact any other business that
may legally come before the meeting.
Given under our hands and seals this twenty-fifth day of
February AD. 1985.
The Board of Selectmen
Daniel J. Carpenter, Chairman
Walter Emerson
Brenda M. Beer
Budget of the Town
Purpose of Appropriation
Actual Actual Selectmen's
Appropriation Expenditures Budget Recommend.






















Police Cruiser (Warrant Article)
Highways, Streets & Bridges







Wing and Plow - Capital Improvement
Sanitation
Incinerator






































































National Bank Stock Taxes
Yield Taxes
Interest and Penalties on Taxes
Inventory Penalties
Current Use Penalty
Intergovernmental Revenues - State
Shared Revenue - Block Grant
Highway Block Grant
Meals and Rooms Tax
Interest and Dividends Tax





Supplemental Highway Block Grant
Motor Vehicle Fees (State)
Recreation - L.W.C.F.
Licenses and Permits
Motor Vehicle Permit Fees (Town)
Dog Licenses
Business Licenses, Permits and Filing Fees
Charges for Services
Income from Departments




Interest on Deposits - CD's & Savings Acct.
Sale of Town Property
Unemployment Comp. Revenue
M.W.W. Hydrant Refund
Welfare Reimbursement -County and Inds.
Other Financing Sources
Proceeds of Bonds and Long-Term Notes
Income from Water and Sewer Departments





















































































































































$297,980.31 $410,198.17 $430,349.60 $430,349.60
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Records of Town Meeting - 1984
The Annual Meeting for the Town of Auburn, N.H.
was called to order at 1 0:00 A.M. by C. Donald Stritch,
Moderator. Mr. Stritch read the Town Warrant- Articles
One through Four which appear on the ballot. The
Warrant for the School District Election was also read.
Mr. Stritch announced that the absentee ballot would
be cast at 3:00 p.m. The ballot box was examined and
voting proceeded. The business meeting was continued
to Saturday, March 12, 1983, at 2:00 p.m. to take up
Articles Five through Twenty.
Articles One through Four were decided by ballot
on March 13, 1984, with the following results.
Article 1 . To elect Town Officers. Results as follows:
Moderator for Two Years
C Donald Stritch* 649
Town Clerk for Three Years
Nancy H. Gagnon* 657
Selectman for Three Years
Daniel J. Carpenter* 376
Earl W. Durand 336
Charles Pinard 3
Tax Collector for Three Years
Linda L. Therriault* 662
Town Treasurer for One Year
Richard P. Miller* 618
Highway Agent for One Year
Raymond Racicot 240
Joseph P. Stacy* 475
Library Trustee for Three Years
David S. Griffin* 654
Cemetery Trustee for Three Years
(Auburn Village)
Walter Jamroz* 659
Cemetery Trustee for Three Years
(Longmeadow Cemetery)
Irving Lunnie* 609
Trustee of Trust funds for Three Years
Marion Miller* 628
Auditor for Two Years
Eva Lunnie* 614
Supervisor of the Checklist for Six Years
Susan Andrus* 621
Police Commissioner for Three Years
Herbert O. Chase 206
A.J. Christie, Jr. 54
Armand Gagnon 193
Albert Samson* 237






Article 2 Adoption of BOCA Basic Building Code/
1984, Nineth Edition, excluding "Section 51 5.0 Physically
Handicapped and Aged".
Yes 485 No 168
Article 3 Rezone Parcel of Land at Intersection of
the East Side of Route 28 by-Pass and the South side
of Rattlesnake Hill Road shown on Tax Map #1 as
Lot 1 6-9 from Commercial to Agricultural-Residential.
Yes 482 No 213
Article 4 - To increase the term of the Highway
Agent from One Year to Three Years.
Yes 364 No 313
The adjourned business meeting of the Town of
Auburn was called toorderby the Moderator C. Donald
Stritch at 2 P.M., on March 17, 1984. Mr. Stritch read
the results of the election on March 13.
Article 5 - To see if the Town will vote to authorize
the Selectmen to borrow money in anticipation of
taxes. Motion made by Richard Miller that Article 5 be
accepted as printed. Second by Gerald Lacourse. Mr.
Galvin moved to the amend the Article to read after the
word taxes, "not to exceed $250,000". Second by Mr.
Durand. Discussion followed. Mr. Komaridis moved
that Article 5 be tabled until Article 19 is taken up.
Second by Mr. Galvin. Vote was in the affirmative and
Article 5 was tabled until later in the afternoon.
Article 6 - To see if the Town will vote to accept such
Trust Funds as may have come in during the year and
Trust Funds as have not been previously accepted.
Mrs. Beer moved that Article be adopted as printed.
Second by Mr. Coyne. Article 6 was passed.
Article 7 - To see if the Town will vote to use the
income of the HE. Burnham Fund for the schools or
library. Motion was made by David Griffin that the
income be used for the Library. Second by Roy Davis.
Mr. Sullivan moved the question. Article 7 was passed.
Article 8 - To see if the Town will vote to authorize
the Selectmen to accept gifts for the use of the Town
as may now or hereafter be forthcoming. Mr. Carpenter
moved that Article 8 be accepted as printed. Second
by Mr. Therrien. Mr. Davismoved the question. Article 8
passed.
Article 9 To see if the Town will authorize the
Selectmen to make application for and to receive and
spend such advances, grants-in-aid, or other funds for
Town purposes as may now. or hereafter be forthcoming
from Federal, State, Local or private agencies. Mrs.
Beer moved that Article 9 be accepted as printed.
Second by Mrs. Tardiff. Vote was in the affirmative and
Article 9 passed.
Article 1 To see if the Town will vote to authorize
the Selectmen to dispose of any/or all property acquired
by tax deed, by public auction or sealed bid, with the
right to reject all bids. Mrs. Therriault moved that
Article 10 be accepted as read. Second by Paula
Marzloff. Article 10 was adopted.
Article 1 1 - To see if the Town will authorize the
Planning Board to prepare, and from time to time to
amend, a recommended program of Municipal Capital
Improvement Projects projected over a period of at
least 6 years, as authorized by RSA 674:5. Mr. McCarthy
moved the article be adopted as printed. Second by
Louis Gamache. Discussion followed. The moderator
asked by Louis Gamache. Discussion followed. The
moderator asked for a count of hands. The results were
Yes 127 and No 48: Article 1 1 was adopted.
At this time Mr Stritch called on Harry Flanders, one
of our representatives to the General Court, for a few
remarks.
Article 1 2 - To see if the Town will vote to accept
and spend Fifty Thousand Dollars ($50,000) in grant
monies from the Land and Water Conservation Fund
and a matching amount from private parties in donations
of land, personal property, services and/or cash for
development of a Recreational Area for the Town of
Auburn on land on Wilson Crossing Road in Sandy
Acres. (This grant is included in the Budget.) Motion
made by Eugene Thomas that the article be accepted
as read. Seconded by Raymond Bolduc. Discussion
followed. Mr. Perras moved the question. Article passed
as printed.
Mr. Stritch called attention to the fact that several of
the men in town gave of their own time, used their
trucks, gave fill or other materials to improve the
playground area at the school and should be com-
mended for their efforts.
Article 1 3 - To see if the Town will vote to establish
an Industrial Development Advisory Board, whose
membership will be determined by and appointed by
the Selectmen, to serve until the next annual meeting
without pay, to advise the Selectmen with respect to
industrial development in the Town. Mr. Carpenter
moved that the article be adopted as printed. Second
by Mr. Ireland. Discussion followed. Mr. Galvin moved
to amend the article by striking out after the words
"whose membership will be determined by and ap-
pointed by the Selectmen" to read "whose membership
will be elected at Town Meeting",. Seconded by Mrs.
Galvin. Martin Sullivan moved the question on the
amendment. The amendment failed. Mr. Chase moved
the article. Article 13 was passed as printed in the
warrant.
Article 14 - To see if the Town will authorize the
Selectmen to reappraise all of the real estate in the
Town, including land and buildings, and to raise and
appropriate the sum of Fifty Thousand Dollars
($50,000.00) for use in the current year to retain
outside professional assistance for such purpose.
(This money is included in the Budget.) James Andrus
moved that Article 14 be adopted as printed in the
warrant. Second by Mr. Lacourse. Discussionfollowed.
Mr. Lacourse moved the question. Article 1 4 passed as
printed.
Article 1 5 -To see if the Town will vote to authorize
the Selectmen to sell or lease approximately 138
acres of land located on Wellington Road, known as
the Rifle Range, by public auction or sealed bids, with
the right to reject all bids or alternatively to negotiate
with other parties to develop the property jointly with
the Town. Mr. Lacourse moved that the article be
adopted as printed in the warrant. Mr. Mason seconded.
Mr '.'ason moved to amend Article 1 5 by adding the 13
following: "The Selectmen will also hold two (2) public
meetings before any final decisions are made. When
negotiations have been concluded a Special Town
meeting shall be called for Public approval," Second by
Mr. Coyne. Mr. Durand moved the question on the
amendment. The amendment was adopted. Vote was
taken and Article 15 was adopted as amended.
Article 16 - To see if the Town will authorize and
direct the Selectmen's Representatives to the Tri-
County Solid Waste Management District to review
the considerations, consistent with the District Plan,
which may be involved in participating with Citizens
and Vikon Recovery, etc., Resource Recovery Project
in Manchester or any otherSolid Waste Project. Daniel
Carpenter moved that Article 16 be accepted as
printed. Second by Mrs. Griffin. John Davis moved the
question. Article 16 adopted as printed.
At this time Mr. Stritch announced that Mary Griffin
was completing 1 5 years as Town Clerk and thanked
her for all her time and devotion to the Town as Town
Clerk. Mrs. Griffin was honored with a standing ovation.
Mr. Stritch called on Mrs. Griffin for remarks. At this
time Mrs. Griffin thanked everyone for their support
and cooperation through the years and stated that she
had enjoyed every minute of her term.
Article 17 - To see if the Town will establish a
Recreation Commission consisting of five citizens,
who shall serve without pay, one of whom shall be a
Selectman as a member ex-officio, to exercise the
powers conferred on the Town by RSA, Chapter 35-B.
Mrs. Beer moved the article be accepted as printed.
Second by Armand Gagnon. Article 17 is adopted as
printed.
Article 18 We the undersigned registered voters
petition the town of Auburn, New Hampshire to appro-
priate the sum of One Thousand one hundred and
twelve dollars ($1,112.00) to the Salem Community
Action which is part of Rockingham County Community
Action, Inc. a private non-profit Social Service Agency.
This amount represents 2.5% of Forty four thousand
five hundred thirteen dollars ($44,51 3.00) the value of
services rendered to Auburn residents from
September 1 , 1 982 to September 30, 1 983.
Melissa McCarthy Anne Duggan
Patricia Trott Evangeline Trott
Rachel Allard Eugene Biele
Evelyn Smith Alice Biele
Stella Defosses Frances Wood
Marion Preston Lena K. Dollard
Florence Banks Addie Davis
(All registered voters as determined by the Super-
visor of the Checklist.) (Not included in Budget. Not
recommended by the Budget Committee.)
Lena Dollard moved that Article 1 8 be adopted as
read. Second by Mr. Barriger. Discussion followed. Mr.
Steven Stancel a representative from the program was
asked to explain the article. Mrs. Davis moved the^
question, A hand vote was called for by the Moderatorr
with the results being Yes 97 and No 81. Because oft
the closeness of the vote he requested that a paperr
ballot be taken with the use of the checklist. The~
results were Yes 107 and No 84. Article 18 was
adopted as printed.
Article 1 9 - We, the undersigned, legal voters in the
town of Auburn, N.H. respectfully request that the
question "Shall property taxes in the town of Augurn
be collected semi-annually" be discussed and brought
once again to a vote. We respectfully propose that the
previous vote be rescinded, returning the town of
















(All registered voters as determined by the Super-
visors of the Checklist.) (Not recommended by the
Budget Committee.) Mr. Flanders moved the article be
adopted as printed. Seconded by Richard Kohut. Dis-
cussion followed. Mr. Chase moved the question. A
hand vote was taken with the results as follows:
Yes 83 No 78. Mr. Stritch declared the article
adopted as printed. A request was made from a voter
that a paper ballot be taken. Mr. Stritch asked if the
bodydisired a paperballotandtheconsensuswasthat
it was not wanted. At this time Mr. Mason moved that
Article 5 be taken off the table fordiscussion and vote.
Seconded by Mr. Therrien. Motion passed.
Article 5 - (Tax Anticipation notes)
At this time Mr. Galvin withdrew his previous amendment
to the article and Mr. Durand withdrew his second.
Further discussion followed. Mr. Miller moved the
question. Second by Mr. Lacourse. The vote was in the
affirmative and Article 5 was adopted as printed in the
warrant.
Article 20 - To hear the report of the Budget
Committee and to see what sum of money the Town
will vote to raise and appropriate to defray Town
chargesand legal obligationsforthe ensuing year. Mr.
Andrus moved that the budget in the amount of
$569,935.1 6 be adopted. Seconded by Paula Marzloff.
Mr. Carpenter moved to amend the budget by addmg
$20,000.00 under Debt Service making a total budget
of $589,935.1 6. The $20,000.00 would be for interest
for Tax anticipations notes. Seconded by Armand
Gagnon. Discussion followed. Mr. Barriger moved the
question to the amendment. A hand vote was taken as
follows: Yes 80 No 36. The amendment for $20,000.00
was passed. Donald Dollard moved to amend the
budget by adding $3,500.00 to Town Officers Expenses
for the purpose of hiring and independent firm to audit
the town books. Seconded by Mr. Burtt. The amend-
ment of $3,500.00 was passed. Mr. Herbert Chase
moved that the whole budget be reduced by 1% or
$5,934.00. Second by Mr. Komaridis. Vote was taken
and the amendment failed. Mr. Lacourse moved the
question on Article 20 as amended. Total budget was
passed in the amount of $593,435.16, this includes
the amendments that were approved.
Nancy Normand publicly thanked the Police Depart-
ment and Chief Wood for their good work. A letter was
submitted for the record.
Alex Komaridis moved that the total valuation of all
properties as to MWW land, other land and buildings in
14
the town of Auburn be listed in the town report.
Roland Senechal moved that the meeting adjourn.
Meeting adjourned at 6:45 p.m.
At the close of the meeting the following appeared
to take oath as prescribed by law. C. Donald Stritch,
Moderator; Nancy H. Gagnon, Town Clerk; Richard P.
Miller, Treasurer; Linda Therriault, Tax Collector; Marion
Miller, Trust Fund Trustee: David S. Griffin, Library





A Special Town Meeting was called to order by the
Moderator, Donald Stritch, on October 9, 1 984, at 7:30
p.m. The Moderator read the warrant, and noted that it
had been duly posted.
"To the inhabitants of the Town of Auburn, in the
County of Rockingham in said State, qualified to vote
in Town Affairs: You are hereby notified to meet at the
gymnasium in the Auburn Village School in said Auburn
on Tuesday, October the ninth next, at seven-thirty in
the evening to act upon the following:
First: To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate a sum not to exceed Five Hundred Forty-
four Thousand, Six Hundred Eighty-nine Dollars and
Forty-one Cents ($544,689.41) for the purpose of
satisfying a judgment against the Town currently due
and owing the Manchester Water Works; such sum to
be raised by the issuance of promissory notes not to
exceed Five Hundred Forty-four Thousand, Six Hundred
Eighty-nine Dollars and Forty-one Cents ($544,689.41)
under and in compliance with the provisions of the
Municipal Finance Act, N.H.R.S.A. 33:1 et seq., as
amended, and to authorize the Selectmen to issue and
negotiate such notes and determine the rate of interest
thereon and to take such actions as may be necessary
to effect the issuance, negotiation, sale and delivery of
such notes as shall be in the best interests of the Town
of Auburn, New Hampshire and to allow the Selectmen
to expend such monies for the above-stated purpose
and pass any vote relating thereto.
Given under our hands and seals this 17th day of
September A. D. 1984.
The Board of Selectmen: Daniel J. Carpenter
Walter Emerson
Brenda M. Beer
Daniel Carpenter moved to accept the article as
printed. Maurice Biron seconded.
Discussion followed.
Maurice Biron moved the question. James Andrus
seconded the motion. The vote was in the affirmative.
The Moderator then reread the article and explained
that it would take a 2/3 vote to pass said article. In
accordance with State Statute, the polls will remain
open for one hour. The Moderator declared the polls
open at 8:1 P.M. There being no other persons in the
hall wishing to vote, the Moderator closed the polls at
9:1 P.M. One hundred votes were cast. The vote was:
Yes -90. No- 10. The Moderatordeclared the article as
moved and seconded, passed.
William Wood made a motion to adjourn. Earl
Durand seconded. Meeting adjourned at 9:15 P.M.
Town Clerk's
Financial Report
1/1/84 to 3/1 7/84
Balance brought forward 1/1/84
Receipts
1984 Motor Vehicle Permits $22,458.00
$2500
Filing Fees
Detailed Statement of Payments
Town Officers Saiaries
Daniel J, Carpenter, Selectman
Walter Emerson, Selectmen
Brenda M. Beer, Selectman
Richard Miller, Treasurer
Susan Anderson, Deputy Treasurer
Linda Therriault, Tax Collector, Salary & Fees
Dale Coakley, Deputy Tax Collector
Nancy Gagnon, Town Clerk, Salary & Fees
Mary F. Griffin, Town Clerk, Salary & Fees
Undlce Griffin, Auditor
Robert Benoit, Auditor
Dorothy Carpenter, Trustee of Trust Funds
Margaret Neveu, Selectmen's Assistant
Debra Miller, Selectmen's Office
Barbara Lee, Selectmen's Clerk & Budget Committee Sec.
Cynthia Poulln, Selectmen's Clerk & Budget Committee Sec.
Town Officers' Expenses
Edith Holland, Recording redemptions and Tax Sale
Homestead Press, Office Supplies
N.E, Telephone, Town Hall phones
U.S. Stamped Envelope Agency, Office supplies . •
Postmater, Postage
Jones Office Equip., Office supplies & repairs
Treasurer, State of N.H., Office supplies
Barbara Lee, Census, Office supplies & postage
N.H. Municipal Assn., Dues
Amoskeag Savings Bank, Safety deposit box
Wheeler & Clark, Dog tags. Dog forms
Conway Office Products, Copier paper & supplies
IM.H. Tax Coll. Assoc, Dues
Union Leader Corp., Legal ads
Office Dimensions, Office supplies
N.H. Resource Recovery, Dues
Sir Speedy, Town Report & printing forms
Margaret Neveu, Supplies & postage
Boy Scout Troop #127, Delivery of Town Reports
Secretary of State. Notary fee for Town Clerk
Brown and Saltmarsh, Office supplies
Edward Howard, Recording fees
David Griftin, Research for Trust Funds
Ross Express, Delivery of supplies
Hillsborough County, Recording fees
Cynthia Poulln, Census
Wageman Insurance Co., Bonds
Equity Publishing Corp., Law books
Nancy Gagnon, Convention, postage & supplies
Business N.H., Subscription
N H Municipal Sec. Assn., Dues
N.H, Local Welfare, Dues
Capital Cash Register, Service contract
Schwaab, Inc., stamps
Typewriter Headquarters, Tax Coil's service contract
Branham Publishing, Reference books
Linda Therriault, Tax Coil's convention, off supp
Andrew L. Blais, Pick-ups
Municipal Computer Service, Tax bills & warrants
N H. Municipal Assn., Conferences
Daniel Carpenter, Selectmen's expenses
Walter Emerson, Selectmen's expenses
Brenda M. Beer, Selectmen's expenses
Sackett and Brake Survey, Tax map up-date
1,390 00
Cynthia Poulin, Clerk, Zoning Board
Paula Marzloft. Taping. Zoning Board
Robyn-Le Kohut, Postage, Planning Board
Margaret Neveu, Postage, Planning Board
Eva Lunnie, Postage, Zoning Board
Postmaster. Stamps. Zoning Board
Margaret Neveu. Postage, Zoning Board
Barbara Lee, Postage, Zoning Board
Rockingfiam County Conservation. Maps, Planning Board
Sackett & Brake, Maps, Planning Board
N.HMA Seminars & Law Lectures
Gordon Russell. Wetlands Lecture
Irving Lunnie, Reimb for Law Lectures
Leo Blais, Reimb for law lectures
Christine O'Neil & Orrin Chase. Reimb for law lectures
S.N.H PC, Meetings
Charles Worster. Reimb for S N H PC Meeting
Russell Sullivan. Reimb tor S N H PC Meeting
F Russell Sullivan. Reimb for S N H PC Meeting
Ornn Chase. Reimb for S.N HP C Meeting
Sir Speedy, Letterhead. Planning Board
Homestead Press. Envelopes. Planning Board
Homstead Press. Envelopes, Zoning Board
Margaret Neveu, Brackets, Planning Board
Office Dimensions. Mailing tubes. Planning Board
S.N.H.P,C., Land Use Regulations, Planning Board
Eva Lunnie, Tapes. Zoning Board
Equity Publishing. Land Use Regulations, Planning Board
Edith Holland, Registrar of Deeds. Recording Fees. Planning Board
BOCA. Code books
F Russell Sullivan. Zoning Officer
Wadleigh. Starr, Peters Dunn and Chiesa, Legal fees
Manchester Union Leader Corp.. Legal ads
Legal Expenses




































Adverlising and Regional Associations
N.H Municipal Assoc. 1984 Dues
Motorola, Inc., New radio and new equipment
Motorola, Inc , Radio repair
Cen-Com, Radio repair
Gorton Communications, Inc., Radio repair
Joseph Stacy, Radio repair
Emergency Warning Systems, New equipment
Ttie Fire Barn, New equipment
Bergeron Associates, New equipment
Conway Associates, New equipment
Russell Phillips, Reimb, for new equipment
Russell Phillips, Reimb. for bidg. supplies
Dawn Cronin, Reimb. for new equipment
George Thorell, Reimb, for office supplies
Robert Grenier, Reimb. for bIdg. supplies
Frank Trombly, reimb. for bIdg. repairs
Edwin Thompson, new equipment
Paul Therrien, Reimb for fire training
Patrice Kilham, Reimb, for fire training
Robert Kilham, Reimb. for fire training ' ." ' '
'
Marilyn Therrien, Reimb. for fire training
''
William Anderson, Reimb. for fire training
'''' "
Dennis McCarthy, Reimb for fire training ' '
"'
Michael Brien, Reimb for fire training
Paul Blais, Reimb. for fire training
Paul Blais, Reimb. for radio repairs
""
Marlilyn Therrien, Reimb. for rescue training





Michael Brien, Reimb. for rescue training
Kevin Cronin, Reimb. for rescue training " '
Dawn Cronin, Reimb. for rescue training ' '
Tom-Ray, Office supplies '
Blanchard Associates, Equipment repairs
Stan's, Building maintenance
Jim Trombly, Building maintenance
LeBlanc's Hardware, Building maintenance '
"
Edmund Brown, Truck maintenance
Amway Products, Equipment maintenance _
'
Martin Sullivan, Tmck maintenance
Greenwood Fire Apparatus, Inc., Truck maintenance.
'
Kendall Plastics, Inc., Truck maintenance
General Electric Supply, Truck maintenance " '
Merrimac Tire & Battery Co., Equipment maintenance
Penn-Hampshire Lubncants, Equipment maintenance
Bobbins Auto Parts, Truck maintenance
Waterous Co., Truck maintenance
Gilbert, Inc., Truck maintenance '
' ''''
'
Keystone Battery of N.H., Truck maintenance
Sanel Auto, Truck maintenance ' '
Adco Surgical Supply Co., Rescue squad supplies
N.H. Medical Supply, Rescue squad supplies
First Aid Home Care & Surgical Supplies, Rescue squad
Parkland Medical Center, Rescue squad supplies
S-C.BA. Equipment, Rescue squad supplies
H.L. Moore, Rescue squad supplies
Forest Fire

























































Colonial Supply Corp., Pipe and supplies
Blanchard Assoc. Inc., Parts







Auburn Sand & Gravel
Auburn Supermarket, Gas for sander
Barrett Paving Materials, Cold mix
Haron Corp., Sand
Haron Corp , Mount plows & trucks repair
R.C Hazelton Co., Parts
Granite State Minerals, Salts
Manchester Sand & Gravel, Fill and sand
LeBlanc's Hardware, Supplies
Milligan & Curher, Supplies
Sanel Auto Parts, Parts
Penn-Hampshire, Lubricants & Filters
Joseph Stacy, Foreman & equipment
John Rolfe, Truck










Kenneth Wood, Labor '
Scott Norris, Labor






Joseph Stacy. Foreman & equipment
John Willey, Labor
Paul Neveu, Jr, Labor
Walter Wright, Labor
Barrett Paving, Cold mix
Manchester Sand & Gravel, Bank run
H K. Webster, Calcium chloride
E.W. Sleeper Co., Rental of sweeper
Daniel Carpenter, Mowing
Street Ligliting
Public Service Co of N H , Electnc
Road Signs
Joseph Stacy General Construction, Truck















































Brewer Fuel Co , Gas for burner
CD Boiler Works. Incinerator repair
Candia Auto Parts. Grease, oil. parts & chains
R Carr Handling Equipment Corp . Incinertor repairs
LeBlancs Hardware Inc.. Supplies
Margaret Neveu, Reimbursement for paint
New England Telepfione
Recycling News. Info meeting
Bobbins Auto Parts
Seaman's Supply Co . Inc . Light bulbs
Joseph Stacy, Foreman and equipment
Paul Neveu, Jr, Labor
N H Air Resources Comm,, Permit fee
Sundeen Lumber Co Inc. Paint & supplies
Union Leader Corp. Classified ad
Walter Wright. Reimbursement for bearings
Walter Wnght. Incinerator operator
Yankee Industrial Supply Parts
Paul Sanford, Incinerator operator substitute
Joseph Connolly. Incinerator operator




























Comparative Statement of Appropriation
Treasurer's Report
Received from Tax Collector
1984 Taxes
Property Tax SI,393,71 7. 01
Interest 592.13
Resident Tax 18,620.00









Summary of Tax Sales Accounts
Fiscal Year Ended December 31 , 1 984
(June 30, 1985)
DEBIT
—Tax Sales on Account of Levies Of
Balance of Unredeemed Taxes
Beginning Fiscal Year*
Taxes Sold to Town During
Current Fiscal Year**
Interest Collected After Sale
Redemption Costs
Total Debits
Remittances to Treasurer During Year:
Redemptions
Interest & Costs After Sale
Abatements During Year





Report of Cemetery Trustees
Auburn Village Cemetery
Receipts
Jan. 1 Balance on hand
Checking Account
Report of the Librarian
Griffin Free Public Library
Year 1 984
Books Purchased:












23 Children's Cassette Books
5 Children's Records
Volumes #1 - 5Time/LifeCook
Books
6 Children's Cassette Books





***Given in Memory of






24 Volumes Life Nature Library
10 Volumes large print
Reader's Digests
Children's Playmate &








Tuesday - 6:30 - 8:00 P.M.
Friday - 2:00 - 5:00 P.M.
Saturday 1 0:00 A.M.-1 :00 P.M.
Telephone: 483-5374
Help us to help the library work for you. We strongly
need your support and donations.
* Any resource book requests should be filed two
weeks prior to report due date to insure book availability.
** Penalty for failure to return a book is a fine of the
purchase price to replace the book and possible loss
of library privileges.
A special thanks to all who gave so generously
during this past year. We greatly appreciate any and all





Report of the Treasurer
Griffin Free Public Library
Receipts
Balance on hand, 1/1/84
AUBURN VILLAGE SCHOOL
1985 - 86 School Warrants
and Budgets
1 983 - 84 Annual School Reports

OFFICERS OF THE AUBURN SCHOOL DISTRICT








William Wood, Chairman Term Expires 1985
J, Herbert Tardiff Term Expires 1986
Alex Komaridis Term Expires 1987
SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
David R. Cawley






School Administrative Unit #15
RFD #7, 150 Farmer Road
Hooksett, New Hampshire 03104
(603) 622-3731
A-3
Auburn School District Warrant
State of New Hampshire
iVIarch 15, 1985
To the inhabitants of the School District, in the town of
Auburn, New Hampshire, qualified to vote in District affairs:
You are herby notified to meet at the Auburn Village
School in said distnct on the 15th day of March, 1985, at




To hear the report of agents, auditors and committees or
officers chosen and pass any vote relating thereto.
2. To see if the District will vote to authorize the School
Board to apply for, accept and expend, without further
action by the School District Meeting, money from the
state, federal or other governmental unit or a private
source which becomes available during the 1985/86
school fiscal year provided that such expenditure by
made for purposes for which a School District may
appropriate money and that such expenditure not require
the expenditure of other School District funds.
3. To choose one Auburn voter to serve as a member of the
Auburn-Candia-Hookselt School Districts Staff Develop-
ment Committee for two years.
4. To see if the District will appropriate Eight Thousand Two
Hundred Dollars ($8,200.00) or any other sum for
alterations and renovations to the windows on the front
side of Auburn Village School. (Recommended)
5. To see if the School District will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of Twenty-Nine Thousand, Nine
Hundred Twenty-Four Dollars ($29,924.00) to fund the
cost items related to an increase in teachers' salaries and
benefits attributable to the latest Collective Bargaining
Agreement entered into by the Auburn School Board and
the Auburn Education Association for the fiscal year
1 985-86, such sum of money representing the additional
costs attributable to the increase in salaries and benefits
over those obligations payable under the first year of the
Collective Bargaining Agreement. (This is the second
year of a two year contract.) (This sum of money is
included in the 1985-86 budget.)
6. To see what sum of money the District will vote to raise
and appropriate for the support of schools, for the
payment of salaries and benefits for school district
officials and agents other than benefits and salaries
payable to teachers, and for the payment of statutory
obligations of the District.
Given under our hands at said Auburn, New Hamp-
shire, this the fourteenth day of February, 1 985.
School Board of Auburn, New Hampshire
William Wood, Chairman
Alex Komaridis
J. Herbert Tardiff, Vice Chairman
Auburn School District
State of New Hampshire
School Warrant for Election
of Officers
To the Inhabitants of the School District, in the
Town of Auburn, New Hampshire, qualified to vote in
District affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Auburn
Village School in said district, on the twelfth day of
March, 1985, at ten o'clock in the morning, to act upon
the following subjects:
1 To choose a member of the School Board for the
ensuing three years.
The polls will remain open from ten o'clock in the
forenoon until seven o'clock in the afternoon and as
much longer thereafter as the voters of the school
district, at the beginning of the meeting, may vote.
Given under our hands and seal at said Auburn,
New Hampshire, this the fourteenth day of February,
1985.










Auburn School District meeting was called to order at
8 PM by C, Donald Stritch on March 16, 1984.
Article 1 was read and William Wood made motion to
accept it as read. It was seconded by Susan Tardiff.
There was no discussion. A vote was called for. Article
1 was passed as read.
Article 2 was read and William Wood made motion to
accept it as read. Anna Davis seconded the motion, A
vote was called for. Article 2 was passed as read.
Article 3 was read and J. Herbert Tardiff made motion
to accept the article as read. Susan Tardiff seconded
the motion. The article was explained and questions
were answered. A vote was called for. Article 3 passed
as written.
Article 4 was read and Mr. Andrus made motion to
accept it as read. ($1,573,579.00) Paula Marzloff
seconded the motion. Discussion followed. The school
board explained that this was a very tight budget. Mrs.
Davis stated that over the past 8 years there has been
continuous increases. The school board explained
reasons. If budget cut possibility exists than the board
wouldn't be able to meet obligations. Mr. Sullivan
called for vote. The cutting of the budget by $73,579.00
was voted not to accept. The question on $1 ,573,579.00
was called for, and seconded. The vote called for and
was passed as written.
Motion made to adjourn at 9 PM by John Davis, J.
Herbert Tardiff seconded. Meeting adjourned.
Respectfully submitted,
Marcia Trombly




Results of balloting at Auburn School district:
Moderator for One Year
Clerk for One Year
Treasurer for One Year










To the Members of the School Board
Auburn, School District
Auburn, New Hampshire
We have examined the combined financial state-
ments and the combining, individual fund and account
group financial statements of the Auburn School Dis-
trict as of and for the year ended June 30, 1984, as
listed in the accompanying table of contents. Our
examination was made in accordance with generally
accepted auditing standards and, accordingly, in-
cluded such tests of the accounting records and such
other auditing procedures as we considered necessary
in the circumstances.
As described in Note IB, the combined financial
statements referred to above do not include financial
statements of the General Fixed Assei group of
accounts, which should be included to conform with
generally accepted accounting principles.
In our opinion, except that omission of the General
Fixed Asset group of accounts results in an incomplete
presentation as explained in the above paragraph, the
combined financial statements and the combining,
individual fund and account group financial statements
referred to above present fairly the financial position of
the Auburn School District at June 30, 1984 and the
results of its operations for the year then ended, in
conformity with generally accepted accounting prin-
ciples applied on a basis consistent with that of the
preceding year.
Our examination was made for the purpose of
forming an opinion of the combined financial state-
ments taken as a whole. The combining, individual
fund and account group financial statements and
supplemental schedules listed in the table of contents
are presented for purposes of additional analysis and
are not a required part of the combined financial
statements of the Auburn School District. The informa-
tion has been subjected to the auditing procedures
applied in the examination of the combined financial
statements and, in our opinion, is stated fairly in all
material respects in relation to the combined financial
statements taken as a whole.




As a continuation of the Management by Objective
System for the four districts of Auburn, Candia, Hooksett
and Raymond, the following objectives were adopted
for the 1984-85 school year by theS.A.U. #15 Board:
* to develop a guide for Annual School District
Meeting
* to coordinate the implementation of a marketing
plan which will provide each district with the
opportunity to improve their public relation skills
* to direct the ongoing curriculum identification
and review process for the 1984-85 school year
* to implement a teacher supervision model which
would be consistent with the management by
objectives philosophy
* to develop a Classified Employee Handbook.
Serving with me to meet the above objectives were
two new administrators to S.A.U. #15; Mr. Carl
Batchelder, Assistant Superintendent for Instruction
and Special Education and Dr. Kenneth Severson,
Assistant Superintendent for Business and Finance.
Mr. Batchelder holds a Master's Degree in Education
from Plymouth StateCollege. Priorto his appointment
at S.A.U. #15 he served as principal in Nottingham,
New Hampshire and more recently in Brookfield,
Massachusetts. His background in the educational
field is extensive, and since his appointment Mr.
Batchelder has supervised the various phases of the
Instructional and Special Education areas in the
central office.
Dr. Severson earned his Master's Degree m Educa-
tional Administration from Columbia University, and
completed his Doctoral program at Nova University,
Florida, majoring in Educational Administration. Dr.
Severson has served as Superintendent of the Rut-
land-Windsor, Vermont, Supervisory Union School
District and as principal of other Vermont schools
during his career in education.
Dr. Severson is responsible for the numerous duties
related to Business and Finance at S.A.U. #15.
A few of the important projects which took place
during the last school year are cited below:
* The Auburn School District recognizes the impor-
tance of the educational administrator's role in leader-
ship for learning. In an effort to more effectively utilize
the leadership skills of building principals in each of
ourschools, a revised teachersupervision process has
been initiated. Teachersupervision now involvesthree
components: establishment of professional improv-
ment objectives, formative classroom observations,
and summative yearly teacher evaluation. This teacher
supervision model will assist the district in meeting the
primary objectives of teacher evaluation which is
improvement of the educational process.
* ECIA Chapter I funding provides funding for
improving reading and math skills of students in
grades 2-4. TheChapter I teacher/coordinator offers a
one to one tutorial instruction approach at the Auburn
Village School which benefits those students involved
in this program.
* The Auburn School District received an er^.rjy
conservation grant in the amount of $30,000 to replace
much of the window glass in four classrooms with
insulated walls.
* A federal inspector from the Environmental Pro-
tection Agency inspected the Auburn Village School to
check for asbestos this past year. None was found.
* The newly developd Gifted and Talented Program
has met with great success. The community support of
this particilar program is to be commended.
* The Auburn School Board is currently reviewing
their Policy Manual as it relates to the operation of the
Auburn Village School.
* The Auburn PTA playground project was com-
pleted this year and has certainly enhanced the
physical appearances of the school grounds, as well as
the recreational facilities for the students. The deter-
mination and dedication of the PTA members and
citizens of Auburn has made this worthwhile project a
reality. Thank you allM!
A major concern of mine at this point is that the
school district, through the school board, focus on
short and long range planning and also consider the
growth of the towns surrounding the Auburn School
District.
Two areas which need attention are:
(1) In-district growth
(2) The future of high school students in the
town of Auburn.
All one needs to do is just look south to the Derry
area to see the rapid growth occurring in this section of
New Hampshire, which I believe is moving northward.
Appropriate future planning is the only choice if we
want to prevent sudden decisions having to be made
related to our students' education.
Secondly, there is a concern since Pinkerton
Academy is limiting their enrollment to 25 students per
year, and a 3 year contract which has just been entered
into with Manchester, It is my opinion that we should
definitely investigate other avenues for the secondary
education of Auburn students.
I wish to thank the Auburn School Board members,
citizens of the community, Prmclpal Ray Bourque, and







The school population of September 2, 1983 was
399 and when school closed in June it was 408.
During the past school year the faculty have been
busy working on various committees to improve the
curriculum, especially in the areas of science and
language arts.
The science committee completed a science cur-
riculum guide for grades 1-8 and will up-date the 7&8
grade curriculum when then finish reviewing the new
guidelines established by the State Department of
Education with the faculty at Manchester Memorial
and Pinkerton Academy.
The language arts committee completed their first
draftof the curriculum guide and will be completing the
final guide for typing in May 1985.
The implementation of a new language arts series
for all grades was not accomplished because of budget
cuts in this line item last year. The money for new
language arts texts has been budgeted for 1985-86.
Only minor repairs and general painting have been
done this past due to budget cuts.
It is important for people to know that the local
school budget has been kept at level funding for the
past two years. At some point this could have a drastic
affect on the quality of educational opportunities
made available to students in Auburn.
During the past two years, finding quality candidates
for major teaching positions has been a major concern
of mine. It has become more difficult to keep teachers
and fill vacancies in the areas of science, eng I ish, math
and special education. As a community I urge you to
seriously strive to help make Auburn competative in
the market place to maintain the quality of education
expected by the citizenry of Auburn.
The Auburn Village School P.T.A. received the Unit
of The Year Award from the New Hampshire Congress
of Parent Teachers for their efforts in planning and
building the new playground at the Auburn Village
School.
The recognition extends beyond the P.T.A. and
should be shared with all the people who contributed
time, equipment and materials to help complete the
project.
I would like to add my congratulations to every
person involved in the playground project for a job well
done.
Graduation exercises were held on Thursday, June
1 5, 1 984, when sixty-five students received diplomas.
The guest speakerwas MissCorrine Lucier, Miss New
Hampshire 1984.
Honor speakers were Jill Hanscomb, Kerry Long
and Jaison Stritch. Departmental Awards went out to
Kerry Long, Social Studies; David Hales, Science;
Jennifer Frasier, English; Jaison Stritch, Mathematics.
Honor Student Award went to Jaison Stritch. P.T.A.
Award - Most Improved went to Janet Wood. Millie
Preston Service Award went to Jennifer Fraisier.
School Board Citizenship Award went to Stephanie
Allain.
Mr. Donald Stritch, trustee of the Citizens Scholar-
ship Fund of Auburn, made the presentation of the
third annual Millie Preston ScholarshipAward to Diane
Doyon who is pursuing a medical career at Hofstra
University in Hamstead, New YorK. A second aware
was presented to George Gibby who is presently
attending Northeastern University in Boston, Mass-
achusetts and pursuing a career in engineering.
I would like to thank the parents, faculty, staff,
students. School Board Members, the Superintendent
of Schools and his staff, and those other valuable
members of the community whose efforts have been





Auburn School Board Report
The past year has been, in many respects, a difficult
but challenging one for Auburn, Faced with the uncer-
tainty of the impending fiscal crunch there were some
tough decisions to be made. At a time when it would
have been easy to rationalize large cuts we held the
line, curtailed and delayed some plans, but we did not
go backwards. As a result our school system continues
to be strong. I believe this is an indication of the level of
awareness in ourcommunity as well as an indication of
the value we place on the education of our children.
Of course our town continues to experience very
rapid growth and we are all aware of the inevitable
consequences this will ultimately have for us. At
present, however, we are still a relative small rural town
with limited resources. It is a gross understatement to
say that our school would not be what it is without the
tremendous support of numerous individuals and
organizations that give so much of their time and
talent, individually and collectively. The recently com-
pleted playground is one of the more visible examples
of a superior community effort. The School Board, on
behalf of the students, applaud each and every person
who has contributed to making the Auburn Village
School just that much better.
We would like to invite, indeed encourage, you to
visit the school during a school day to get a first hand
perspective on all that is happening in your school.
Respectfully submitted,
William Wood








































































































































To the Superintendent of Schools,
Principal, School Board and Citizens of Auburn:
Vision tests 41 1 ; defects 37; treated 1
7
Hearing test 411; defects 37; treated 5
Heights, weights, and B/P on all children
Scoliosis screening on all children in grades 5-8
First Aid Treatments 996 -- 24 accident reports, 8
children required medical attention.
Conferences with Parents 46
School Personnel 42
Home Visits 36
Five immunization clinics were held on the 1st


















April, 1 983 Pre-School Registration was held with 52
children.
Athletic physicals in Septemberforall children entering
sports. Dr. R. Cohen was the physican in charge. Forty-
eight physicals were given.
Nurses from the Elliot Hospital spoke to the first
graders about what to expect if ever they were admitted
to the hospital. The students also had a field trip to the
Elliot.
Some of the workshops and seminars that I attended
this past year are as follows;
School Nursing Quality Assurance
Nutrition Concerns Faced by Educators of Students
Early Alcohol Education for Children in Grades 1 -6
New Health Laws, Child and Health Services,
Maternal Child & Psychiatric Nursing
C.P.R. Certification Course
Workshop on Multiple Scoliosis
Community Awareness-Health Education in Your
Community and Schools
Iwishtothankthe Principal, Secretary, Teachers, Lady






Cash on Hand July 1, 1983 511,645.50







Less School Board Orders Paid






School Administrativs Unit #15
Salaries
Fiscal Year 1983/84







Assistant Superintendent of Schools' Salary Breakdown by District Share for the 1 983/84 Fiscal Year
District Percentage Amount

















Assoc. Superv. & Curr. Development
Academic Therapy Corporation
Patricia Allard
Am, Guidance Sen/ice, Inc.
American Journal of Nursing
Am. Knitwear & Fabric Emb. Mfrs.




Treas. Auburn Ed. Assoc.
Auburn Supermarket
Auburn Towing
Award Emblem Mfg. Co., Inc.
Bain Pest Control Service
Bank of New Hampshire
Bitz 'n Bytes Computer Center





Treas. Candia School District
Kathy Canedy
















TA. Denison & Company
A.B. Dick Products of N.H.
A.B. Dick Company
Discount Magazine Service, Inc.
Martha Dix
DLM Teaching Resources
Don's Sport Center, Inc.
Pierre O. Durand, Prof. Assn.







Franklin Life Insurance Co.
Franklin Watts, Inc.
Frosted Foods, Inc.





























































FY 1984 Deaf Program 20,970.40
Gallagher's Sports Center 702.95
John Gaydos 2,183.08
Ginn& Company 744.36
Goff Chevrolet, Inc. 474.05
Goffstown Truck Center, Inc. 42,271.25
Goldsmith's Sporting Goods 163.20
Granite State Stamps 27.01
Granite State Beltone 75.00
Great Northern Research, Inc. 24.95
Mary F. Griffin 15.00
Edwin D.Hale 317.00
M.L. Halle Oil Service, Inc. 1 4,854.1
7
Harper & Row Publishers, Inc. 22.79
Harris Trophies 82.50
C.L.Haskell & Son 135.00
Hatch Printing 346.50
Fred E. Hatch, Jr. 849.12
Hearne Brothers 207.00
Treas., Hooksett School District 10,269.70
Horace Mann Life Ins. Co. 3,478.62
Ralph D. Hutchinson, Jr. 1,538.00
Hygeia, Inc. 89.20
I.B.M.Corp. 102.00
Ideal Business Machines 166.00
Integral Data Systems 174.01
Interstate Printers & Publish. 14.75
Jan-Car Leasing Corp. 4,849.39
Johnson Controls, Inc. 566.00
Journal of Special Education 33.00
Thomas S. Klise Company 220.00
Krol Printing Co. 49.50
Kwik-Kopy 780.05
Laidlaw Brothers, Inc. 4,205.98
Laliberte Septic Service 540.00
Lavallee Professional Assoc. 2,183.84
Leblanc's Hardware 97.73
Lighting Services, Inc. 88.00
Lockwood-Bodwell Ins. Agency 8,259.00
MacMillan Publishing Co., Inc. 292.69
City of Manchester 346,433.28
Manchester Skill Center 250.00
Mar-Don Printing Co. 781.47
Marshall Cavendish Corp. 159.95
Paula Marzloff 600.00
McGraw-Hill Book Company 60.25
McLaughlin-Mayflower 137.50
Charles E. Merrill Co. 3,228.27
Richard Miller 21.00
Modern Curriculum Press 852.96
N.H. Retirement System (Vendor #434) 627.23
N.H. Retirement System (Vendor #229) 19,089.41
New England School Supply Co. 7,133.75
New England Telephone Company 2,603.21
N.EA. Professional Library 30.64
N.H. Division of Welfare 62,964.45
N.H. Music Education Assoc. 15.00
N.H. Public Television 435.60
N.H. Safety Council 35.30
N.H. Supply Pollution Ctr. 38.00
N.H. Welding Supply Corp. 78.15
N.H. Assoc. School Principals 599.50
N.H. School Boards Assoc. 570.00
Amoskeag Bank & Trust/N.H.S.B.I.T. 1,930.64
National School Boards Assoc. 225.00
National Geographic Society 8.95
Peggy Neveu
Thomas Newkirk
Northeast Audio Visual, Inc.
Northeast Library Bindery, Inc.
Nursing '83
David Peoples
The Perfection Form Company
Auburn Petty Cash Account
Treas., Pinkerton Academy
Plastic Supply Company









Treas., Raymond School District
Reading Enrichment Company
Remedia Publications, Inc.
Resources for the Gifted
The Riverside Publishing Co.
Rochester Midland Corporation
S.E.R.E.S.C.






School Health Supply Company
Schooldays
Schoolmasters Safety 1983
Scott, Foresman & Company, Inc.
Seaman's Supply Company, Inc.
Seanchai Educational Services
Sears Roebuck & Company
Shawmut Bank of Boston, NA.
Silver Burdett Company
Simplex Time Recorder Company
Sir Speedy Printers
Soule, Leslie, Bronstein & Zelin
Spaulding Service Company
Spicket Valley Fedr. Cr. Union
Stan's Masury Paint Store
Standard Duplicator Sales, Inc,
State Mutual Life Assur. Co.
M.D. Stetson Sompany
Donald Stritch





A.W. Therrien Co., Inc.
Thinking Caps. Inc.
Tom-Ray Office Supply Company













































































































































White Mountain Conference Ctr.
J. Weston Walch, Publisher
White Mountain Travel




















FridayJune 15, 1984 7:00 P.M.
Graduates
Stephanie Ann Allain Fred E Hatch III
Felicia M. Allen Michael Patrick Headd
Christine Diane Allison Tammy Marie Healy
Earlene Mae Anderson Cory E. Hill
Meredith Towle Banks Randy Allen Hood
Sue Baroody Edward A. Jackitis
Wendy Lynn Beland Eric B. Labbe
Marie Louise Bell Paul N Lachance
Matthew R. Belmain David J. Lavigne
Robert Brian Bemier Karen K. LeMire
Robert S. Biederman Bridget P. Lombardo
Daniel M. Bolduc Kerry S. Long, Jr.
Jeannine Laine Boulay Amberly Eva Lussier
Alicia Sue Brien Christine Doris Malo
Richard Ronald Brisson Christopher Peter Martin
Brian J . Cabral Martha Yvonne Mercier
Kristine Anne Coruth Brett Michael Navarro
Debra L.Davis Alice Marie Parent
Roger S. Demanche, Jr. Margaret Ellen Parent
Craig A. Emery Melissa ). Panzieri
Jennifer Ann Farley Chad J . Pellet ler
Jeffrey D. Fisher Daniel D. Pelletier
Jennifer Lynn Frasier Scott A Preston
Grace Michelle Gibby Christopher J Richard
Charles Michael Glidden Joy Ann Rivard
Yvonne Bemadette Gosselin Jason R Squires
Meghan Elizabeth Greene Dawn Stralchko
Donald George Groce Jaison E. Stritch
Tracey Lynne Gusiavsen Keith R Sullivan
A. David Hales Katherine J . Sweeney
Jill Elaine Hanscomb Rudy VanDerPulten, Jr.




First Vice President Paul Lachance





Office of the Planning Board
The year 1984 was the busiest year ever experienced
by theAuburn Planning Board. The Planning Board heard
39 cases, which resulted in 10 major subdivisions, of
more than 4 lots, resulting in 100 new residential lots and
8 minor subdivisions creating 18 new residential lots. Still
awaiting Planning Board approval are 5 subdivision
applications which request a combined total of 1 23 lots.
The Planning Board also approved 8 Lot Line Adjustments,
3 Site Plan Review Approvals, 3 Excavation Permits and 1
Excavation Permit Renewal.
The Planning Board experienced a very stable year in
relation to membership, accepting the resignation of Mr.
Daniel Gregoire and the appointment of Ms. Christine
McLaughlin as an Alternate Planning Board member.
As mandated by the residents of Auburn during the
1 983 Town Meeting, the Planning Board completed the
Capital Improvement Plan (CIP). The implementation of
this plan gave rise to the majority of the proposals which
the Planning Board is placing before the town residents
at the scheduled March 1 985 Town Elections and Town
Meeting. The purposeof CIP was to identify and schedule
major capital improvements which the town should pursue
inorderto maintain the services and standards which we,
the residents of Auburn, have come to expect. This
program identified the need for additional town space in
relation to fire, police, town administration and most
importantly, school facilities.
In light of this fact, the Planning Board is placing a
request before the Auburn voters. It is to appropriate
$42,000.00 to update the Auburn Master Plan, to develop
a Growth Management Plan and to conduct a roads
assessment survey.
The Planning Board is also proposing a number of
Zoning Ordinances; the most important of which is the
Interim Growth Regulation which will allow the town to
control the residential growth for one year during which
time the aforementioned Master Plan update and Growth
Management Plan will be implemented. Additionally, the
Planning Board is proposing a number of changes to the
Auburn Zoning Ordinances. First, to make a number of
editorial changes in order to bring the existing ordinances
into compliance with changes mandated by the State
Legislature in 1984 Second, to broaden the definition of
Commercial District to attract commercial development
and to broaden the town tax base. Third, to propose a
parking restriction on large commercial vehicles in
Residential Zones. Finally, to establish a Conservation
Commission.
Members of the Auburn Planning Board
Dennis G. McCarthy, Chairman
Russell "Rusty" Sullivan, Vice-Chairman









1. The Haron Corporation
Five (5) Lot Subdivision
February
1. The Haron Corporation
Fourteen Lot (14)
Subdivision










2. Auburn Sand & Gravel
(Michaud & Perreault)
Excavation Permit Request
3. The Haron Corporation
"Tall Pine Estates"
Eight (8) Lot Subdivision
4. The Haron Corporation
"Cohas Estates"
Seven (7) Lot Subdivision and Request to
Execavate
May
1. Rejean Drouin, Lot Line Adjustment
2. The Parker Farms/Charles Ziakas
Lot Line Adjustment
3. Patrick Cunan, Site Plan Review
4. Pond View Estates, Harold Towne
Twenty Two (22)/Lot Subdivision
5. Cohas Excavation/Haron Corportion
6. Robert & Leona Marcotte
Three (3) Lot Subdivision
7. N.Y.N.E.X./Site Plan Review
8. The Haron Corporation/"Cohas Estates"
Seven (7) Lot Subdivision
9. Pine Ridge Development/Lilak Drive Estates
Ten (10) Lot Subdivision




Mr. John Rolfe/Spruce Acres
Thirteen (13) Lot Subdivision
August
1. Rusty Sullivan/Four (4) Lot Subdivision
2. Robert and Leona Marcotte
Three (3) Lot Subdivision
27
September
1. Mr. Richard Davis/Lot Line Adjustment
October
1. Mr. Joseph Hujar/Two (2) Lot Subdivision
November
1 Mr. and Mrs. Walter Desmarais
Thirteen (13) Lot Subdivision/"Maple Farm
"Maple Farm Estates"
Locke/Tremblay/Lot Line Adjustment
Jeanne Tremblay/Lot Line Adjustment




Mr. Earl L. Kalil, Jr./One (1 ) Lot Subdivision
2. Mr. John Rolfe/"Spruce Acres"
3. Mr. and Mrs. Walter Desmarais
"Maple Farm Estates"
Fifty One (51) Lot Subdivision
4. Mrs. Isabelle Nixon/One (1) Lot Subdivision
5. Mr. John Allen/One (1) Lot Subdivision
The Visiting Nurse
Association
Home Health Agency of Greater Manchester, Inc.
Founded in 1897 the Visiting Nurse Association
has an 87 year history of providing home health care
services to the greated fVlanchester community. The
service area includes Auburn, Bedford, Candia, Goffs-
tow/n, Hooksett, and Manchester, with limited services
to Amherst, Milford, and Mont Vernon. VNA is accredited
jointly by the National League for Nursing and the
American Public Health Association. It carries Medicare
and Medicaid certification and receives partial program
funding from the Greater Manchester United Way.
VNA home nursing aide services are available 7
days a week and 24 hours a day, vi/ith other services
provided on a regular schedule. The Home Care
Program which includes services to terminally ill con-
tinues to be the program serving the largest number of
residents.
VNA IS committed to providing necessary services
to people who are financially unable to pay the usual
fees. Fees are explained to our patients at the first visit
to the home and adjustments are made on an individual
basis.
The Agency has also continued to provide Immuni-
cation clinics, adult health screening programs, includ-
ing Blood Pressure screening. Foot Care Clinics to the
community. Other programs include the Occupational
Health Services Program and the Parent Child Health
Program which includes the Teenage Pregnancy Pro-
gram. Walk-in Blood Pressure Screening, health coun-
seling and teaching are provided Monday-Friday from
1 -4 at the office at 1 94 Concord Street in Manchester.
Town appropriations are a vital part of the funds
which make these services possible. This past year
458 units of home and community service were ren-
dered to 57 residents.
Someof these services for people who were unable
to pay were paid for in part by the town appropriation of
$4,007, various grants. United Way, donations, and
solicitations. The Town of Auburn is represented on





Zoning Board of Adjustment
The Zoning Board of Adiustment meets on demand at the Town Hall. Requests for a hearing are made to the
Zoning Officer, Mr. F. Russell Sullivan. During 1 984 the Board held 17 hearings. 7 being forSpecial Exceptions, and
1 for Variances. The hearings, which are open to the public, are posted and advertised in the Manchester Union
Leader. Minutes of the meetings are posted at the Town Hall for public review.
Paula Marzloff, the Zoning Board of Adjustment's Staff Researcher, conducted two meetings this year, in
addition to the regular hearings. They provided the Board with information and background on various aspects of zoning.





Orrin H. Chase, Vice-Chairman
Ray Beauchesne









Report of the Southern
New Hampshire Planning Commission
Auburn's membership in the Southern New Hampshire Plannmg Commission provides the Selectmen and the
Planning Board with access to a variety of extremely cost-effective staff services that are available to help them
deal with numerous planning and planning-related concerns.
Staff services rendered under the Commission's local assistance program consist of (1) those which the
Commission believes are important enough to warrant a general notification of all member communities and (2)
those which are specifically requested by municipal officials in accordance with locally-determined priorities.
Local assistance services provided to the Town of Auburn during the past year included:
— Provided technical assistance to the Board of Selectmen regarding the preparation of the Town's
1984 Community Development Block Grant application;
— Advised the Selectmen's Office of the scheduling of a CDBG grants administration training session
conducted by the Office of State Planning;
— ProvidedSelectmenwithacopy of a summary of a Superior Court decision regarding a zoning matter;
— At the request of the Zoning Board of Adjustment, provided suggested guidelines concerning their
review of a cluster residential development proposal;
— Provided the Industrial Development Commission with referrals regarding such matters as articles of
incorporation and general operations;
— Met with the Planning Board to provide a briefing on the function, preparation and the annual update
of a municipal capital improvements program;
— Provided the Selectmen's office with prints of the Auburn composite tax map;
— Provided the Selectmen's office with information regarding the adoption and administration of the
BOCA building code;
— Provided the Planning Board with guidelines concerning the new statutory requirements pertaining
to the scheduling and notice of public hearings on proposed amendments to the zoning ordinance
and building code in preparation for the March, 1985 annual Town Meeting;
— Co-sponsored the Municipal Law Lecture Series to which Auburn officials were invited; and
— Co-sponsored the Natural Resources Lecture Series conducted by the Strafford and Rockingham
counties Conservation Districts and Cooperative Extension Service.
Auburn's representatives on the Commission are;
Board of Commissioners: Mrs. Brenda M. Beer, Treasurer
Mr. Donald Marzloff
Mr. Daniel Carpenter
Executive Committee; Mrs. Brenda M. Beer
Metropolitan Manchester Transportation




There were 158 emergency calls in 1984
Medical Related
43 In-home calls
33 Motor vehicle accidents
3 Searches
2 False alarms
2 Mutual aid calls
1 Water rescue
1 Industrial accident










9 Mutual aid calls
4 Good intent calls
4 False alarms
72
The Auburn Volunteer Fire Department continues to
provide excellent fire protection and medical assistance
to the residents of Auburn. The fire and rescue personnel
continue to train and learn advance techniques in their
field.
During the past year, the department has sponsored a
Green Burn Party/Open House, CPR. and Advanced First
Aid classes and dances. These functions are open to the
public. In October, members of the department set up an
expanded Fire Prevention Program in the Village School
and tovi^n nursery schools. Chimney and wood stove
inspections can bearranged through the fire department.
Literature for safe burning operations and 'Tot Finder"
window stickers are available at the fire house.
This past summer, new insulated doors were installed
at (he fire house in an effort to conserve energy.
The members of the department are concerned about
locating addresses and again request ALL residents to
display their street numbers on their homes. Also, when
reporting an emergency, stay calm, speak clearly and
remain on the telephone until the dispatcher has all the
necessary information.





The first forest fire prevention law was enacted by the
New Hampshire Legislature ninety years ago. This early
law set up a cooperative forest fire prevention and
suppression effort between town and state government
The law simply stated that no open fire could be kindled
whent he ground is free of snow, without the written
permission of the town Forest Fire Warden. The law also
provided that anyone kindling a fire without permission
shall be liable for the damage caused, fire suppression
costs and subject to a $1,000 fine. This law has worked so
well that it has remained unchanged to date.
This cooperative fire prevention law has contributed




The six towns served by the Auburn District Court
now have the services of the Auburn Mediation Program
available to them.
Mediation is an alternative to criminal court process
and placement for juveniles. Referrals can be made by
the court, the police, the schools, a local service agency,
or the parties involved.
Most young people who are in difficulty at home,
school, or in the community have often alienated them-
selves from their parents by their behavior. Mediation
aims to achieve specific behavorial changes on the part
of the child and the parent.
A mediator is a "person in the middle"; a third person
in the mediation session who helps both parties to talk to
each other and find a solution that is acceptable to both.
Mediators are trained in communication skills and take
an oath of confidentially. All mediators are volunteers.
The program has a staff of mediators who have
completed intensive training and taken an oath of
confidentiality administered by Judge John Korbey of
the Auburn District Court. I am extremely pleased with
the dedication shown by the mediators involved in this
program; and would like to take the opportunity to
express my most sincere gratitude to all of them for their
committment to his most important program.
Darlene L. Connor, Coordinator
Auburn Mediation Program
Griffin Free Public Library
and Museum
To the Citizens of Auburn;
On April 28, 1893, Sebastian Griffin deeded to the
Town of Auburn, a small piece of property with the
building on it to be used as a library and museum. With it,
Mr. Griffin gave a large portion of his own collection of
memmoribalia.
At that time, this building was adequate for the size of
the Town. However, with the growth of the Town of
Auburn, the trustees have felt that something should be
done to increase the size of the Library.
As a beginning, the Trustees and Selectmen have
entered into negotiations with Mr. and Mrs. Robert Holmes
to purchase land around the Library. If we are successful
in this endeavor, then we will be making plans to put an





The Recreation Commission has had a very busy year
with the addition of new programs ot their already
successful events. The "Summer Recreation Program"
led this year by Lori Lacasse was held at the Auburn
Village School with an average daily attendance of 40
children. Two field trips were taken - one to Clough State
Park and the other to the Flume and the Cannon Mt.
Tramway. Both events were well attended and enjoyed by
the children.
New in 1 984 was the establishment of a Senior Sub-
committee to help tne Commission plan events for the
410 seniors in Auburn, It was a well received and success-
ful new addition. As in previous years the Recreation
Commission supported the Olde Home Days with a
donation. Also supported by the group were the
Massabesic Road Race, the Halloween school party, and
other seasonal events.
In 1985, the Commislsion is going to work on new
lights and improvements to the skating rink area. ("Thanks"
to the Auburn Lions for their extensive clean-up of the
area in 1984.) Future events for seniors, a summer
program for children and the development of the recrea-
tion area in Sandy Acres will be priority items in 1985.
Recreation Committee
SENIOR ACTIVITIES
The 1984 Town Meeting approved $500 to be spent
on behalf of the Auburn Senior Citizens. In the spring of
1984, the Auburn Recreation Committee prepared and
distributed a questionnaire requesting input on the types
of activities seniors would be interested in attending.
From this questionnaire, the Recreation Committee
narrowed down the events to one choice of 1)A sitdown
luncheon at the Village Squre; 2) a chicken and rib
barbecue with use of the facilities at the Highlander Inn;
or 3) a dinner/dancing cruise on the Viking Oueen to the
Isle of Shoals. A list of qualified senior citizens in Auburn
(55 and up) was prepared and as many as possible were
contacted to determine which event would be selected.
The Viking Cruise was chosen. A letter was sent to all
senior citizens in Auburn. The Recreation Committee
contributed $100 of their funds and 40 seniors had an
enjoyable evening.
A Recreation Sub-Committee consisting of several
senior citizens are in the process of planning two events
for 1985, spring and fall. Activities that will appeal to
different age groups are under consideration. After dis-
cussing with the participants of the Viking Cruise, the
sub-committee is recommending that part of the activities
be underwritten by the participants.
The Budget Committee has recommended that $1 ,000
for activities in the 1985 budget as everyone involved




To the residents of Auburn
During 1984 the Selectmen called to establish a
committee to persue the potential of developing the
"Rifle Range". The spark to persue the utilization of the
property stems from the necessity to expand the property
tax base with as little impact as possible on town services
and the resulting expenditures.
The land, consisting of approximately 145 acres, of
which there is estimated to be 1 00 useable, is situated in
the northwesterly side of town. It was conveyed to Auburn
in 1972 by the U.S.G.SA. for a sum of $20,000. While it
has been zoned industrially for many years, activity has
been limited in prepartion of development.
Over the last few months, the committee has met
several times to discuss: 1. prior activities in the potential
development; 2. the benefits of industrial useage in
opposition to residential or commercial; and 3. the pro-
blems unique to the land. It became readily apparent that
the property would best suit the town's needs by remaining
and being developed industrially.
Discussions were held with representatives of various
State agencies including the Industrial Development
Authority and the Office of Industrial Development.
Additionallywe spoke with potential residential, recreational
and industrial developers as well as realtors. It was felt
that the committee needed the expertise and knowledge
of a professional agent to do a lot of the leg work
necessary and assistance in determining the feasibility of
a project.
The property has three distinct inherent problems.
Primarily, access to the land is through a residential area.
On site sewage disposal is hampered by a stream running
though the center of the property whigh drains into Lake
Massabesic, as well as high water tables. Water is
presently provided by a two inch pipe which will require a
substantial upgrading. The City of Manchester, reportedly,
has applied for funding to bring a sewage interceptor to
the traffic circle area. They indicate it is a regional project
and consequently Auburn would be eligible for hookup.
The timing, however, appears to be several years down
the road.
We recently made arrangements through the Civil
Engineehng Department of UNH for assistance in reviewing
the site and the feasibility of its development. They began
at the end of January and expect by the end of April to
have an assessment of the economic opportunities to the
town and the related costs of developing the site. Further
studies are intended to reveal any environmental issues
and review the market potential.
An initial meeting with representatives of the engineering
class has been held. Their approach is positive and they
have provided some options. These variables include:
1. No development and sell the property as it is.
2. Provide water, sewer and a road to the property, and
sell lots.
3. Provide water, sewer and road to property and through-
out the site and then sell the lots.
4. Provide water, sewer and road to property and lease
the land to a developer.
5. Provide all utilities and buildings in unison with a
developer, and lease out to industries.
While all alternatives have merit, they all require a
significant outlay of capital by the town or some authority
associated with the town, to provide the properutilitiesto
make the site attractive and desirable. The initial study
reflects costs associated with water to the site at about
$150,000, and sewage hookup as high as $1,000,000.
Various alternatives will be studied to determine the most
efficient and cost effective. The location of the property
near the watershed area and high water tables make
offsite sewage the most applicable.
The committee is recommending the Town's approval
on the appropriation of $20,000 to fund the anticipated
cost associated with the development of the project. The
money is to be put in a seperate fund to be used for
engineering, surveying, marketing, consulting and legal.
While there no definite expenses other than a contribution
to the Civil Engineering Department at UNH to help
defray their out of pocket expenses at $200,we feel that it
IS important that funds be available as needed. The end
result of this project could easily result in a significant
return to the town.
We wish to thank Professor Charles Goodspeed, Phd.
and the senior engineering class at UNH for their
enthusiasm and devotion to this project.
The committee consists of Dan Carpenter, Gerald
Lacourse, Dave Canedy, Ralph Mclnnich and Dan Gregoire.
We look forward to your comments and suggestions
directed through the Selectmen's Office.
Dave Canedy, Chairman
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Births Registered in the Town of Auburn, New Hampshire
For the Year Ending December 31 , 1 984












































































































































































































Marriages Registered in the Town of Auburn, New Hampshire























































































































































































Deaths Registered in the Town of Auburn, New Hampshire

























Nov. 19, 1984 Manchester, N.H. Antonio Joseph Demers Roger J. Demers Zephirina Gauthier
I certify that the above is correct, according to the best of my knowledge and belief.
Nancy H. Gagnon, -
Town Clerk
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Auburn Olde Home Days
A steady downpour on Friday of the Olde Home Day
weekend didn't dampen the 4th annual celebration.
Several hundred citizens braved the weather and enjoyed
break dancing, the music of the Black Water String
Contra Band, and amusements on Friday evening. Out-
standing citizens honors were presented to Donna Enright
for her contribution to the establishment of the school
playground and to Gene Thomas for his work with many
town organizations including his work on the planned
recreation area.
Saturday brought better weather for the parade, woods-
men contest, square dancing, booths, crafts, and games.
A special treat was the ride over Auburn in the hot air
balloon. The evenings activities included the Red Wine
Band, "Elvis", and the traditional fireworks display organ-
ized by Don Stritch
"Special Thanks" to all those sponsors and hard-
working residents that make the celebration so success-
ful both in spirit and financially.






The club was organized March 1 0, 1 975. Organizers
were Elizabeth Badger, Florence Banks, Alice Bergeron,
Olive Biron, Doris Jackman and Bertha Stritch. It was
corporated August 1 3, 1 975 as a non-protit organization
and meets each Thursday of the month.
A registered nurse from the Manchester Visiting Nurses
Association takes the blood pressure of all senior citizens
who wishes the first Thursday of each month.
Members donates a food basket the first and third
Thursday of each month to the lucky winner of the weekly
raffle. The group has brunch at restaurants 3 to 4 times a
year. A special speaker to talk on the important issues of
the day comes each month. This year the seniors had
lunch at the Auburn Village School as guests of the
Brownies and the musical department.
Members visit the ill and shut-ins, send cheery "Get
Well and Holiday" cards to them and send a bud vase to
members in the hospital. There were forty-six members in
1 984. Officers: President -TheoTherrien, Vice President -
Betty Hales, 2nd Vice President - Albert Reynolds,
Secretary - Amy L. Eaton, and Treasurer - Marion Fuller.
An outdoor picnic was held at the home of President
and Mrs. Therrien in July, horseshoes, badminton, swim-
ming and cards were enjoyed. Also at their home, we had
a Christmas party in December. Pot Luck dinners are
served the 4th Thursday of each month.
4-H Program
4-H is the youth education program of the Co-Operative
Extension service. 4-H members are primarily between
the ages of 8 to 19. Children may participate in 4-H
through a variety of programs, organized clubs, special
interest clubs, or short term groups, 4-H camping or as
individual members.
4-H tries to assist youth in acquiring knowledge,
developing life skills, forming attitudes that will enable
them to become self directing, pvoductive members of
society. This mission is carried out through the involve-
ment of parents, volunteer leaders and other adults who
help to organize these programs.
In our community most of our 4-H clubs meet in the
house of the leaders, at a date and time set by them.
Projects in crafts, cooking, sewing, nature, horse science,
citizenship plus community awareness are taught by the
following leaders; Bev Guinesso, Linda Gamache, Kelley
Jackman, Florence Banks, Paula Marzloff and Fay Hanscomb.
We learn by doing and have fun at the same time! If you
are willing to share your talents with us. please let us
know. For more information about 4-H clubs you can write




The Association was chartered in 1976 as a private
non-profit organization. Membership dues for an individual
are $3.00 and a family are $5.00 per annum. The objectives
are the collection and preservation of artifacts, manuscripts,
and printed materials, and photographs relating to Auburn,
its history and its people. The Association meets four
times a year on the second Friday of Febrary, May,
September and November. Special meetings may be
held at the call of the Chairman.
All meetings are open to the public. Guest speakers at
the meetings talk on subjects of current or historical
interest. Meetings are held in the Court Room of the Town
Hall at 7:30 p.m.
Anyone having memorabilia relating to the Town of
Auburn is invited to contact the Association. Any printed
material can be copied and returned. Requests for research
assistance and information are welcome. There is not a
charge tor any services. For further information please
call Harry E. Flanders, President (483-8594), Pauline
Higgins, Secretary (622-9152) or Marion E. Preston,
Treasurer (483-2981).
Auburn Budget Committee
The Auburn Budget Committee began it's annual
budget review process on Thursday, November 1 5, 1 984.
The Budget Committee meets every Thursday night at
the Town Hall at 7:00. The Budget Committee meetings
are open to the public. This year's Budget Committee
members are: Jim Andrus, Chairman, Paula Marzloff,
John Parris, Freddie Sanford, Pauline Locke, Gerald
Lacourse, Bill Wood, School Board Representative,
Brenda Beer, Selectmen's Representative.
The purpose of these meetings are to review the
proposed budget as presented by the Auburn School
Board and Board of Selectmen. This review process is
essential to the development of the town's annual budget
and is critical to the tax rate. "The Budget Committee
welcomes the town residents attendance at these meetings,
especially those who prefer to question the Budget at
Town Meeting without prior participation in the budget
process or background on the proposed expenditures.
Auburn Volunteer Fire Department
The Auburn Volunteer Fire Department
The Auburn Volunteer Fire Department was established
fifty years ago to protect the lives and property of the
residents of Auburn and continues to function toward this
goal. The fire and rescue equipment is top notch and the
personnel are qualified, dedicated and hard workinq.
The fire department performs service calls for the
public and floods the skating rink. It also offers wood
stove clinics and inspections as well as classes in first aid
and CPR. The firemen sponsor dances and other ahtivities
open to the public throughout the year.
Applications for membership are available at the fire-
house and accepted Sunday mornings or meeting nights.
The firehouse is open to the public on Sunday mornings.
Regular Fire Meetings: 1st t\/londay of each month at 8:00
Regular Fire Meetings; 1st Monday of each month
8:00 P.M.
Rescue Squad Meetings: 1st Thursday of each month
at 7:00 P.M.
Auburn Volunteer Fire Department
Women's Auxiliary
The Women's Auxiliary to the Auburn Volunteer Fire
Department wishes to thank the towns people for their
generous contributions and continued support.
Through the response weVe had from the towns
people on our various fundraisers, we've been able to
assist the Fire Department with their communications
system, the outfitting of fire fighters with protective air
tanks, fire prevention programs for the school children,
and along with the P.TA.,we have just recently purchased
a finger print kitforchildren which we feel will be a benefit
and always available to the town.
The Women's Auxiliary is alway looking forward to
welcoming new members. Anyone wishing to join our
organization could attend any one of our regularly scheduled
meetings which are the first and third Wednesdays of
each month, 7:30 p.m. at the fire house.
It is not necessary for your husband to be a member of
the Fire Department. The Auxiliary has scheduled the
popular arm chair horse races for February. A turkey
dinnerwill be he Id on March 30th with the annual "penny
sale".. For information please call 483-2696.
Auburn Leo Club
The Auburn Leo Club is an organization sponsored by
the Auburn Lions Club. It was founded in May, 1979.
Membership consist of teenagers from Auburn and sur-
rounding communities. The general purpose of the Leo
Club IS twofold: To help teenagers develop as responsible
and generous human beings; to provide a unique service
to the local community. Both of these goals unite to form
the central theme of the Leo Club: Leadership; Experience
and Opportunity.
This year the Leo's have held a Walk-A-Thon (proceeds
went to the Blind); donated work at Camp Pride (Diabetic
Summer Camp for Children); sponsored a Foreign Student
through Lions, obtained toys for needy children, held car
washes, help with Community Calendars, Christmas
baskets, obtained games for the new Women's Prison in
Grasmere and wrapped gifts for patients at New Hampshire
Hosptial.
Weekend camping, bonfires, hayrides and parties are
also held.
The Club meets every 1st and 3rd Tuesday of the
month at 7:30 p.m. at the Auburn Fire Station. New
members are always welcomed.
For more information contact, Walter Carignan, Advisor
at 622-8216, David Senechal, Advisor at 483-2572 or
Russ Hitchen, President at 622-6790.
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Auburn Lioness Club
Auburn Lioness meet the first Wednesday of every
month September through June. Our meetings are held
at 7:30 p.m. at the Auburn Village School except in
September, December, and June when we have special
dinner meetings in homes.
Our current President is Mary Royer, Vice President -
Jane Smith, Secretary - Donna Enright and Treasurer -
Alice Laliberte. We have a present membership of 18
women.
Our club is the sponsor of the local Girl Scout troop
and the annual Young Authors Contest at the Auburn
Village School. We donate to the PTA Halloween party,
have contributed toward the wet suit and trauma kit
purchased by the Fire Department, have sent a local girl
to Camp Carefree for Diabetic Children, and have bought
a close-captioned television for another local child.
The Lioness strive to help anyone who needs help
whether it be in the way of financial assistance, material
donation, or a service. We have crutches, walkers, wheel-
chairs and an electroc bed for any family to use, free of
charge for any length of time. Diabetes awareness and
helping the blind are two of our major projects.
We prepare and serve dinners for the Lions Club's
monthly meeting as well as their 140 Club Suppers. The
proceeds from these suppers and other fundraisers










The Auburn Village School Volunteer Program is in its
seventh year and currently has 20 volunteers who have
giving their time and energy, simply by giving a few hours
of their time, individual talents and enthusiasm, they
enrich the school curriculum.
The AVS volunteer's tasks are many and varied.
There's no limit to what a school volunteer can do and the
fun they have doing it - read to a child or group, review
math skills with simple games, help the teacher prepare
class materials, help kids select and check out books in
the school library, type the weekly newsletter and just so
much more. No degrees, special education background
or experience are necessary. And there's no age limit. All
that is needed is fondness for children, an interest in
education and a desire to make it better, and a sense of
responsbility and reliability. If you CARE.you are qualified.
To volunteer or for more information, please call Irene
Dolbec, Volunteer Coordinator, at 483-8487.
Boy Scouts
The Auburn Boy Scout Troop 127 was reorganized
about 5 years ago by Warren Fisher and presently has 21
boys under the leadership of Phil Rainville. Scouting
includes the development of good citizenship, leadership,
and physical fitness. Most of the boys are active and
advancing in rank, two are presently working on Eagle
Projects.
During the past year, the troop placed 4th in the
District in physical fitness; 8th and 9th in the District Klondike
Derby making them eligible for the Statewide Derby; and at
the "Big Event" in Hopkinton,they placed 3rd in the District,
Thissummerthe boys wentto Hidden Valleyforaweekof
camping and to Meade Base for canoeing and rock rappelling.
At the z eekly meetings they learned about winter survival,
aviation, mountain climbing, the Fish and Game, Auburn Fire
Station, and took a CPR course with many of the boys
getting certificates. The troop went on hikes, mountain
climbs, camping trips, as well as going to Washington, D.C.
for a long weekend.
Troop 127 is also active in community projects such as
roadside cleanup, Auburn Olde Home Days, repairs at the
Longmeadow Church, delivery of Town Reports, and setting
up the Christmas tree at Town Hall.
Meetings are held on Friday from 7:00 - 9:00 and new
boys are always welcome.
This is the world's largest youth organization, but it
cannot function without the help of many volunteers. Anyone
interested in giving time at meetings, on tnps, or in any area
may contact Sara Gual, Committee Chairman (668-9979) or
Phil Rainville (622-4313).
Property Valuation - Auburn, New Hampshire
74% Valuation
As of April 1, 1984
LB Adams, John I & Marsha L
LB Adams, Lerdy H & Lydia E
LB Adkins, Roberta M
LB Ahearn, Thomas E & Suzanne
LB Allain, Donald J & Denise M
LAND Allard, Ernest G & Patricia
LB Allard, Ernest G & Patricia
LB Allard, Rachel
LAND Allen Heirs, Elmer D
LB Allen, Dons
LB Allen, John F & Alma F
LB Allen, Richard S & Isabelle
LAND Allied Home BIdrs Inc
LAND Allied Home BIdrs Inc
LAND Allied Home BIdrs Inc
LAND Allied Home BIdrs Inc
LB Allison, William
LAND Alpert. Arthur
LB Ambrose. Herbert A & Ethel
LAND Amidon, John R
LB Amidon, John R
LB Anderson & Nye
LB Anderson, Carl & Bernice
LB Anderson, David & Susan H
LB Anderson, Duncan D & Barbara J
LB Anderson, William H III & Deborah
LB Andrus, James R & Susan N
LAND Annitto, Mark F & Deborah A
LB Anthony, John J & Elaine T
LB Arndt, Thomas E & Carolyn T
LB Arvanitis, Daniel G & Lori J
LB Asadoorlan, George & Patricia
LB Austin, Lyie W & Barbara M
LB Babcock, Kevin & Kathleen
LB Bailey, Philip C & Elaine
LAND Baldyga, John & Nellie
LAND Baldyga, John & Nellie
LAND Baldyga, John & Nellie
LB Ballerini, Thomas F Jr & Marianne
LB Balcn, Michael S & Ins
LB Banks, Neil A & Marilyn R
LB Baribeau, Richard & Jane
LB Baril, Robert A & Shirley M
LB Baroody & Dery
LB Baroody, John J & Edith A
LAND Barrett Heirs, Susan & Guy
LAND Barrett, Malcolm & Judith C
LAND Barrett, Malcolm & Judith C
LB Barriger, Stanley
LB Barry Homes Inc
LB Bartholomew, George E & Elizabeth
LB Bartlett, Etta & Richard L
LB Bartlett, Thomas E Jr & Constance
LB Bartley, Jonathan H & Susan
LB Bauer, Arthur L & Ann C
LB Beattie, James L & Martha J
LB Beauchesne, Raymond & Maralyn
LAND Beaudoin, David & Jacqueline
LAND Beaulieu & McNeil
LAND Beauheu & McNeil
LAND Beauheu & McNeil
LAND Beaulieu & McNeil
LAND Beaumont, Saul








LB MacDonald, Donald F & Charlotte H
LB MacDonald, Pauline
LMH MacFadden, Donald H
LB Maclntyre, Angus A & Joanne H
LB MacKay, Norman & Mary
LB Maganzini Bros Realty Inc
LAND Maganzmi Bros Realty Inc
LAND Magdziarz, Francis S
LB Magdziasz, Daniel H & Beverly
LB Magoon, Michael J & Karyn L
LB Mailhiot & Macropol
LB Makris, Leslie J & Janice M
LB Malandnno. Paul J & Karen L
LB Mala Roger J & Dons T
LAND Manchester Field Archers Inc
LAND Manchester Motor Boat Club
BLDG Manelas, Chris & Bessie
LAND Manfredi, George & Rosemarie
LB Manning & Scott
LB Mannolini, Vincent L & Nancy S
LAND Manville, Robert & Albert
LAND Marcotte. Robert A & Leona M
LB Marcotte. Robert A & Leona M
LB Martin, Arthur F
LB Mariotti, David C
LB Martel, Jack L & Mary Lou
LB Martin, Maurice J & Rita A
LB Martin. Peter F & Bonnie F
LB Martin, Richard P & Marguerite A
LB Martin, Ronald C & Madeline S
LB Martin, Ronald R & Nancy E
LB Martin. Thomas G & Ruth C
LB Martineau. Gerard F & Carmel
LB Marzloff, Donald D & Paula T
LAND Marzloff, William J & Florence M
LB Mason. Bruce A & Jeanne
LB Mason. Jeanne A & Bruce A




LAND Mathes, Roger & Nancy
LB Maxwell, Henry A & Carol
LAND Mazurek, Joseph J
LB McCarthy, Dennis G & Melissa J
LB McCarthy, John & Loretta
LB McCarthy, Michael T & Rebecca S J
LAND McConnachie, James & Germaine
LB McDonald, James M & Eileen L
TRLR McDonald. Karen
LB McEvoy, William J
LAND McEvoy, William J
LAND McEvoy, William J
LAND McEvoy, William J
LAND McEvoy, William J
LAND McEvoy, William J
LAND McEvoy, William J
LAND McEvoy, William J
LB McEvoy, William J
LAND McEvoy, William J
LAND McEvoy, William J
LB McEvoy, William J
EXMT McFarland, Linus R & Lucienne
LB McGrath. Thomas J & Patricia






































































LB Prokopik, John J
LB Proulx, Odilon F & SImone R
LAND Proulx, Raymond P & Elaine A
LB Proulx, Robert A Jr & Dorothy
BLDG Provencher, Robert F
LB Public Service Co of NH
LAND Public Service of NH
ELEC Public Service Co of NH
LB Queenan, John
LB Rahn, Peter J & Katherine H
LB Raiche, Maurice E & Estelle Y
LB Rainville, Phillip & Nancy
LB Randall, Ted C & Joanne
LAND Rama, Stella B
LB Rankin, Danny E & Sheila L
LB Ratten, Richard S Jr & Bonnie J
LB Ray, Shelton B & Donna F
LB Raymond, Claude J & Lena Wl
LB Raymond, Daniel & Roberta
LB Raymond, Robert L & Donna M
LB Reagan, Richard L
LB Reed, Raymond & Laurette
LB Rees, David E
BLDG Reeves, Paul & Therese
LAND Regan, Edward & Mary
LB Regan, Helen E
LAND Remillard, Alphonse & Jeanette
LB Remillard. Alphonse & Jeanette A
LAND Remillard, Paul R & Doreen
LB Reynolds, David L & Patricia J
LB Richard, Donald R & Frances T
LB Richard, Robert J & Theresa
LAND Riel, Stanley J
LB Riel, Stanley J
LB Riik & Joubert
LB Riley, Dean & Ann Marie
LB Ring, Leon E
LB Rivard, Jacqueline
LB Roach, Patrick & Dawn
LB Roberts, Brian M & Dorothy B
LB Roberts, Ronald J & Mary Frances
LB Robie, Joseph S & Irene L
LB Robinson, Beatrice L
LB Robinson: Kenneth & Donna
LB Robinson Walter A & Ann T
LB Rogers, David N
LB Rogers, Richard & Dorothy
LB Rogers, Vaughn H & Jane E
LB Rolfe, John H & Mary Ann
LB Rolfe, Mary E
LB Rolfe, Michael
LAND Rolfe, Michael J
LB Rolfe, Richard & Roberta A
LAND Roscoe, Charles A & Judith A
LB Rosner, Richard I & Barbara A
BLDG Rouleau, Armand & Magella
LB Rouleau, Louis W & Judith G
LB Roux, David & Mary Lynn
LAND Rowe, Lawrence P & Marguerite M
LB Rowell, Annie L
BLDG Roy Heirs, Edward J
LAND Roy Heirs, Edward J
LAND Royce, Donald E II & Helen D







TO REPORT A FIRE DIAL 483-2521
The State of New Hampshire requires that written permits
be obtained for all open fires at all times when the ground is
not snow covered.
Permits may be obtained from the Forest Fire Warden, Mr.
Martin Sullivan, for grass, brush, campfires, etc. Permits
must be obtained on the day burning is to be accomplished.
Burn when there is no wind, on rainy days and damp days, in
a safe place and m accordance with the terms of the permit.
Burn before 9 00 AM and after 5:00 P M. Keep some
buckets of water close by; if wind develops, promptly
extinguish the fire. All fires must be extinguished before you
depart the scene.
Parking During Snow Storm
A. From November 1 to Apnl 1 of each year no person shall
park any motor vehicle on any public highway between the
hours of 1 1:00 P M. and 8 A.M. or at any time m such a
manner as to impede snow removal operations.
B. Any vehicle parked in violation of section A hereof may
be towed by the road agent, the chief of police or their
agents or by independent contractors engaged by the road
agent or the chief of police: any vehicles so towed shall be
stored and released to the owner only upon payment of the
cost of towing and storage by the owner.
C. Any person violating section A hereof shall be subiect to
a penalty not to exceed twenty-five dollars for each offense.
Dog Ordinance
A. RESTRAINT: All dogs shall be restrained from running at
large withm the limits of the town, except when they are on
the owner's or keeper's property or being used for hunting
or training purposes.
B PENALTY: Any person or persons, firm or corporation
violating any provisions of this ordinance shall, upon con-
viction, be fined not more than fifteen dollars (SI 5.00) for
each offense
Now Available For Purchase
At Selectmen's Office
Tax Map (Individual Sheets) S a.OO
Tax Map Photos (Each) 27.00
National Building Code 10.00
Zoning Regulations & Subdivision Regulations 1.00





Telephone number to reach Rockingnam County Dispatch
Center toll free: 1-800-582-7177. This dispatch center is
manned on a 24 hour basis. 7 days a week. The service is
available to Auburn residents for ambulances, wreckers
and all other forms of emergency assistance.
Snow Disposal Ordinance
Any person found shoveling snow into a town road or
plowing snow across the road, so as to Impede normal
plowing operations, will be subiect to a penalty not to
exceed $25.00 for each offense.

